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The European Institute of Technology
- a further step towards European excellence?
Two major challenges are facing European attempts to build a stronger knowledge
based economy and thus better ensure a continued European competitive edge as
well as Europe being one of the strong nodes in the global value networks. The first and
most important policy issue is the creation of a European research area (ERA), the
second the coordinated effort of European countries to reform their tertiary educational systems, this latter reform process being better known as the Bologna process.
Both these policy processes are important and of crucial importance in ensuring
continued European pre-eminence in the sciences. Innovation studies point to science
and technology being important drivers of economic growth.With this said everything
looks fine and then why not create a European Institute of Technology (EIT)? Even
more so because EIT is the next logical step in a development we have witnessed over
the last 20 years through a successive range of EU Framework programs (FP). The first
Framework programs were weekly coordinated projects with participating scientist
from EU-member countries. The last FP’s have seen coordinated actions under the
heading of centres of excellence. These centres not only involve research teams but
they also strongly engage institutions. Institutions themselves have seen this development and have formed clusters of universities in order better to face this continuing
pressure to coordinate.
The EIT is the latest offspring in this development. EU programs have until now
been based on national resource centres and universities to implement the thematic
priorities in the FPs. The EIT is the exact opposite. Now the very best of the European
knowledge centres shall form knowledge communities (KC’s) and not any longer coordinate their actions themselves but rather form integrated partnerships in order to
achieve strategic goals identified by the Governing Board of the EIT.
In other words, the EIP will be a new legal superstructure of unknown dimensions.
Focus shall be on top-down identification of technological and commercial themes of
long term benefit to European competitiveness. Key words are innovation in the heart
of the knowledge triangle, an entrepreneurial mindset and knowledge transfers into
start-up activities. The commercial counterpart is the Airbus consortium so successful
in making up competition in what was once an American monopoly.
The European Physical Society (EPS) can support the core objectives behind the EIT
initiative,i.e.devoting more resources to scientific excellence,particularly technological innovation and enhancing international and interdisciplinary collaboration.Excellence in science
is a prerequisite for further economic progress and the physics community fully endorses
more focus on the creation of better research infrastructures to achieve such worthy goals.
Nonetheless, much more discussion is necessary on many essential elements of the EIT,
including its structure and funding.
The EPS represents 100,000 physicists working in 39 countries in Europe. Many of
these physicists are working hard in support of the ERA and to fulfill the ambitions of
the EU. However, many of these physicists conduct their research in outdated
research facilities, while at the same time new superstructures emerge outside their
reach unless they leave their institutions and their countries.
Why is this observation important? Simply because these 100,000 physicists, together
with their fellow scientists and engineers form the backbone of the knowledge communities through education of the next generation of scientists! This is the reason why the
EIT can not be an isolated institution.A precondition for a strong EIT is an even stronger
higher educational system in Europe. Accordingly the Bologna process, which, in most
countries, is introduced without any investment capital to mediate the transformation
process, must be given more attention and supported, be it through national means
and/or by redirecting substantial parts of EU infrastructure funds into this build-up of
the educational system.
The EPS has studied the recruitment of students to physics and OECD and other
bodies are conducting similar studies on a regular basis within all of the sciences. They
all point to one imminent threat: young students don’t follow our recommendations to
go into science. It is my conviction that this is not because of lack of interest, but rather
due to our inability to provide them with a modernised educational system.
EIT does not address this diverse problem in a serious way. In any construction it
is always wise to repair and strengthen the foundation before starting to build the
upper floors. This also holds true for this case.
Ove Poulsen, EPS President
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Some light on electric arcs

Wetting or not wetting?

The electric arc was discovered only shortly after the first electric power sources became
available in the early 19th century. Today, electric arcs are used for various purposes in
science, industry and everyday life (e.g. as light sources, circuit breakers, etc.) However, the
physical phenomena are still not fully understood. Crucial for both an understanding of the
underlying physics and the improvement of commercial applications are the transition
layers between the electrodes and the arc plasma. For fundamental research, we have developed a prototype free-burning arc discharge serving as a model for high intensity discharge
(HID) lamps. These lamps are used in many ways including video beamers, cinema
projectors and automotive headlights.
The discharge is operated in argon under atmospheric pressure and uses cathodes with
a diameter of 0.6mm. Besides a corresponding high spatial resolution to overcome the large
gradients in temperature and particle density, one needs to be aware of the deviations
from the state of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in the near-cathode region. In
this paper we present spatially resolved spectroscopic measurements of the electron
density, the electron temperature and (for the first time) of non-LTE parameters as the gas
temperature. The evaluation of the data obtained by (passive) quantitative plasma
spectroscopy and (active) power-interruption experiments is based on a plasma model for
partial thermodynamic equilibrium (pLTE). ■

The importance of surfaces in condensed
matter physics was acknowledged recurringly throughout the last century, during
which a plethora of problems were tackled
and, some of them, solved. One of the most
obstinate problems in the list is related to
the surface properties of the Ising model, in
particular the nature of its wetting transition. Quite generally, this phase transition
occurs when one of two coexisting phases
(think liquid and vapour) is energetically
preferred by the confining walls of the
system. Far from being a technical detail,
the wetting transition has deep implications
since it is intrinsically linked to the vanishing of the contact angle formed by the
drop of one of the phases (liquid, say). The
hard question is "Does the wetting transition occur continuously or abruptly?", or
in jargon, "What is the order of the wetting
transition for the three dimensional Ising
model?". This problem is particularly
appealing since the dimension d=3 is the
marginal case separating the mean-field
regime (d>3) from the fluctuation dominated regime (d<3), and the influence of
fluctuations is not an easy matter to assess.
An exact solution of the 3D Ising model
is, of course, prohibitively difficult and theorists have resorted to coarse-grained
descriptions based on “interfacial models”
characterised by a surface tension and an
effective potential W. The predictions of
this coarse-grained treatment are, however,
completely at odds with simulation studies
of the Ising model.
In the present paper, we derive a coarsegrained description which appears to
consistently resolve this, and other controversies. In this theory, the potential W has
an elegant diagrammatic representation

G. Kühn and M. Kock,
J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 39, 1 (2006),
“A spatially resolved relaxation method for pLTE plasma diagnostics in free-burning arcs”.
. The hot core region of the arc discharge. The cathode consists of thoriated tungsten and is
0.6mm in diameter. The blue plasma region in front of it features peak electron temperatures
above 20000K.

which accounts for missing physics in the
original interfacial description and allows
one to “see” the shape of a free-energy.
The model also opens the door to more
systematic studies of wetting at micropatterned and sculpted substrates, relevant
to nano-fluidics, which were not possible in
previous descriptions. ■
A.O. Parry, C. Rascón, N.R. Bernardino &
J.M. Romero-Enrique,
J. Phys.: Condensed Matter 18, 6433 (2006),
“Derivation of a non-local interfacial
Hamiltonian for short-ranged wetting 1:
Double-parabola approximation”.
4 • volume 37 • number 4
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More on helium molecules
Advances in techniques for cooling and
trapping atoms have led to many new possibilities.Among these is that of performing
precise spectroscopy of the diatomic molecules formed when two cold atoms absorb
a photon. While most cold-atom work has
involved the alkalis, some groups have
cooled and trapped metastable Helium.
These atoms have a lifetime of about 8000
s and so, for most purposes, are stable.
Because of their high excitation energy (20
eV), Baldwin has described these atoms as
nano-grenades and single-atom detection
is possible. Bose-Einstein condensates
were prepared in 2001 from metastable
Helium. Using the availability of such cold
atoms Leonard et al. excited them to weakly bound, ultra-long-range, molecules with
classical internuclear separations up to
1150 bohr [Walhout et al. Europhysics News
36, 86 (2005)].
Helium has a stable isotope, 3He, which is
relatively inexpensive, and has also been

The space elevator
not yet for tomorrow
A space elevator has been proposed for carrying payloads into space, which consists of
a very long (~150 000 km) cable attached to
the Earth’s surface. The centrifugal force
exceeds the gravity of the cable, which stays
fixed geosynchronously. Once sent far
enough, climbers would be accelerated by
the Earth’s rotational energy. The cable
requires a material with very high strength
and low density. The maximum stress is 63
GPa and tensile tests of carbon nanotube
ropes give an ideal strength of about 100
GPa.
Nicola M Pugno of Politecnico di Torino
shows that, unfortunately, even a few
vacancies in a single nanotube play a dramatic role. In such a huge cable we expect
pre-existing defects for statistical reasons
and as a consequence of damage nucleation. After reviewing the mechanics of the
cable, Pugno considers the effect of damage
on the strength, using different deterministic and statistical models.All these methods
suggest that the mega-cable strength is
reduced by at least ~70% with respect to
the theoretical nanotube strength, putting
in doubt the feasibility of the space elevator.
Experiments and atomistic simulations
based on molecular- or quantum-mechanics
on carbon nanotubes confirm this argument. Size-effects deduced by in-silicon
europhysicsnews

cooled to mK temperatures. It offers the
additional interest of being a fermion and
its nuclear magnetic moment gives rise to
hyperfine structure. In contrast to the alkalis, this structure is comparable to the fine
structure arising from the electron magnetic moment. The theoretical description of
these molecules is relatively simple as primarily the properties of atomic Helium
only are needed and several groups have
obtained theoretical results for the binding
energies in 4He in excellent agreement
with the observations. Our paper has
now explored theoretically whether
cold metastable 3He atoms can also
form ultra-long range molecules. The
theory neglects some terms which
have been shown to be small for 4He.
The figure displays one of the adiabatic potentials that should support
bound vibrational levels and four such
levels are marked. As with 4He, we see
that ultra-long-range molecules may
exist so it is to be hoped that this work

will encourage a search for these exotic
bosonic molecules with fermionic constituents. ■

experiments of carbon nanotube-based
ropes confirm this strength reduction, in
agreement with the first observations on
the strength of meter-long nanotube-based
ropes by Zhang et al.
Thus, the feasibility of the space elevator
is placed in doubt.A detailed analysis of the
role of defects in the cable seems to be crucial: in addition to strength and density, the
fracture toughness has to be taken into
account. The QFM criteria introduced by
Pugno could help in solving, if a solution
exists, the problem of a correct nano-structured megacable design, whereas classical
atomistic simulations or experimental

analyses remain unrealizable due to the
tremendous size of the megacable. ■

A.S. Dickinson,
Eur. Phys. J. D 37, 435 (2006),
“Ultra-long-range states in excited 3He2”.
. The twelfth 0 - potential of 3He2 molecules

and the energies of the rotationless
vibrational levels supported.

Nicola M Pugno,
J. Phys: Condensed Matter, Special Issue
“Nanoscience and Nano-technology”
(July 2006), “On the strength of the
carbon nanotube-based space elevator
cable: from nano- to mega-mechanics”.
. Strength of defective SWCNT versus hole

size (QFM dashed line, rhombs atomistic
simulations), or versus crack length (QFM
continuous line, points atomistic
simulations).
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Report on EPS Council 2006

T

he EPS Council meeting in 2006 was
held in Mulhouse on 24-25 March
2006. This was the first Council meeting to
be held in the new EPS building on the
campus of the Université de Haute-Alsace.
Just as the morning session on 24 March
ended, a violent explosion occurred in the
Ecole Nationale de Chimie, also located on
campus approximately 100 meters from the
EPS offices, killing one person and wounding 11 others. Although the cause of the
accident is still undetermined, the most
likely explanation is the explosion of an
ethylene container. The campus was evacuated, and quick thinking by the Mulhouse
staff allowed the Council meeting to continue at the Hotel du Parc in downtown
Mulhouse.
Ove Poulsen, the EPS President emphasised that the EPS needs to be involved in
policy decisions regarding physics education. Physics and the natural sciences play
a decisive role in the development and
stabilisation of democracy by providing
insight on important issues such as energy,
environment and security. However, there
are serious problems in recruiting young
people to follow careers in natural sciences,
as pointed out in the EPS MAPS study,
ROSE, and in the OECD Meeting organised in November 2005. The EPS has
drafted a position paper on Education
(EPN 37-1) which outlines our role and
actions in this area. Regional meetings will
be planned throughout 2006 and 2007 to
address issues such as:
• The quality of physics teaching;
• Exchange of best practice innovative and
efficient teaching methods;
• Enhancing contacts between university
researchers and physics teachers; and
• Mainstreaming in physics education.
The EPS is also concerned with the state of
publishing in Europe. Currently, many publications, particularly from the US are more
important for the career development and
. Damage to the Ecole Nationale de Chimie.
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visibility of scientists than those in Europe.A
more balanced publishing market would be
beneficial to all scientists and recognise the
importance of research in Europe. The EPS
will be working with publishers in Europe to
study the feasibility of a European publishing platform that will provide authors,
readers, subscribers, and publishers with
tools that will highlight the quality of European journals.A position paper on this topic
is currently under preparation.
Conferences organised by the EPS Divisions and Groups are one of our major
contributions to promoting scientific excellence. To increase the visibility of physics
to the community, and decision makers,
EPS conference policy is also changing.
O. Scholten, the incoming chairman of the
Action Committee on Conferences has
announced a change in the focus and working methods of this committee. Among the
priorities are more funds for conference
grants for young people, more open and
stable administrative procedures, and
increasing the number of conferences
organised by the EPS Secretariat.
Elections to the Executive Committee
were held. The outgoing members (M.
Allegrini, G. Delgado Barrio, M.C.E. Huber,
P.Hoyer,H.Kelder,P.H.Melville,Z.Rudzikas)
were warmly thanked for their contributions to the EPS. Elected to the Executive
Committee for a two year term were: J.Beeby
(Treasurer), A. di Virgilio, B. Feuerbacher
(Secretary of the Executive Committee),
K. Hämäläinen, M. Kolwas, A.M. Levy,
F. Masnou-Seeuws, V. Urumov, and R.
Velasco. F.Wagner was elected as PresidentElect, and will become President in 2007.
O. Poulsen was confirmed as president for
the second year of his two year term.
In keeping with the successful format of
the 2005 Council meeting, 2 special sessions were also organised in 2006. These
sessions allow a more detailed discussion of
important policy issues, and allow EPS
Council delegates to participate directly
and immediately in the formulation of EPS
strategy.
The first was an in depth discussion of
EPS conference policy. Conferences organised by EPS Divisions and Groups are given
the label “Europhysics Conferences”. These
form a series of conferences dating back to
1968 and are recognised as some of best
physics meetings in Europe. Other high
level conferences in Europe can apply for
the label of “EPS Sponsored Conference”,
which increases the visibility of the EPS
and allows them to apply for EPS grants.

The EPS Secretariat offers a full range
of services exclusively for Europhysics
Conferences. Since the creation of the
Conference Services Department in 2000,
the EPS has successfully organised a variety
of events, from small workshops with 60
participants, to large conferences with over
1400 participants. Electronic paper submission and scoring, registration and payment
and conference publications are all part of
the services offered. The services can be
adapted to the individual needs of the Divisions and Groups. One example of the
success of the EPS Conference Services
department is CLEO/Europe – EQEC
which is jointly owned by the EPS, the
OSA, and the IEEE/LEOS. The EPS has
assumed a lead role in the organisation of
this conference since 2003. Another area
where the EPS may be able to play a role is
in the conferences organised by the Atomic and Molecular Physics Division. This is
a lively field, and many good conferences
are organised, such as EGAS, ECAMPIG,
HCI, etc. It may be possible to form a partnership (as with CLEO/Europe-EQEC) to
bring together these conferences, and
ensure a more transparent and coherent
structure and increase attendance. The
EPS will be actively soliciting Divisions and
groups to use EPS Conference Services in
2006.
The EPS Sponsored Conference label is
designed to increase EPS visibility, and help
physicists choose among the conferences
organised in Europe. The difficulty is convincing the conference organisers to apply
for the label. By streamlining the application procedures, and involving more
physicists in the review process, it would
be possible to promote the EPS Sponsored
Conference label. As these conferences can
apply for EPS conference grants, it would
also be necessary to look at the funds
devoted to these purposes, and the administrative procedures.
Mainstreaming in Physics Education
was also developed as a theme for input by
Council. Presentations were made by C.
Fox Maule, G. Gehring, and C. Thibault. It
is widely recognised that physics faces a
severe recruiting challenge. One possible
solution is to develop educational frames
where physics is made more attractive to
groups in the population that are underrepresented, specifically women.At present,
physics is a white male mono-culture.
Although physics research is objective, and
physicists try to be neutral, there is still an
underlying cultural bias. Greater diversity
europhysicsnews
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in the population can improve science
because more ideas, viewpoints and interests are represented.
Gender balance is one specific aspect of
mainstreaming. G. Gehring identified some
of the factors that discourage women from
following careers in science. These barriers
include peer pressure, unimaginative teaching, and the negative image of the careers
themselves. C. Thibault reported that in
France, global figures for female representation in research did not at first glance
seem to be troublesome. For example, 38.5%
of all entry level university professors in
science are women. But a more detailed
analysis shows that women represent only
16% of higher level university professors in
science. Other examples of gender bias
presented by C. Fox Maule include poorer
reviews for articles written, and less funding for research projects. Moreover, women
are promoted more slowly.Various responses are being studied to improve gender
equality, which include active involvement
by women scientists in the promotion of
science to young people and information
campaigns that highlight the role of women
in science. It is also necessary to increase the
number of women on editorial boards, and
on project review committees. More studies
are not needed. The EPS should encourage
universities and research institutes to set
goals with regard to the recruitment of
women students and faculty with clearly
defined targets. An EU code of conduct has
been drafted, and the EPS could subscribe,
and promote this to its members. A website
on best practice for gender equality could be
set up and maintained by the EPS. The EPS
could establish prizes for excellent work
done by women scientists. Finally, the EPS
could establish guidelines for conference
organisers specifically addressing gender
equality issues. ■

m F. Wagner, EPS President elect.
. The Mainstreaming Session L-R: C. Thibault, C. Fox Maule, G. Gehring.

The 2006 Sackler prize in theoretical or
experimental nuclear/hadron Physics

T

he Raymond and Beverly Sackler
Prizes in the Physical Sciences are
awarded each year, under the supervision
of the Tel Aviv University, in the disciplines
of either Physics or Chemistry. The Sackler
Prize supports dedication to science, originality and excellence, and it is intended for
young scientists who have made interna-

europhysicsnews

tionally outstanding and fundamental contributions in their fields. The laureates of
the 2006 prizes are:
• Prof. Thomas Glasmacher, NSCL, Michigan State University, for the development of
new sensitive methods of studying nuclear
structure, utilizing Coulomb excitation
with fast beams of rare isotopes.

• Prof. Yuri Kovchegov, Ohio State University, for a number of groundbreaking
contributions to theoretical understanding
of Quantum Chromo-dynamics (QCD) at
very high energies and gluon densities.
The prizes were remitted at the annual session of the Tel Aviv University (TAU) Board of
Governors meeting on 21 May 2006. ■
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Irish science takes centre stage
Eilish McLoughlin and Sheila Gilheany,
(IOP in Ireland) Dublin City University • Ireland

T

he Irish Science on Stage delegation
was awarded an EIROforum Science
Teaching Award for their outstanding presentation of “Teaching Science as a Process”
at the European Science Teaching Festival
in CERN, Geneva, which was held on
21–25 November 2005. The EFDA award
was given to the Irish team in recognition
of “teaching excellence, inspiration and
motivation of young people in a contribution to the Science on Stage festival”.
Science on Stage is organized by the
seven intergovernmental European research
organizations within the EIROforum partnership (a collaboration between CERN,
ESA, ESO, EMBL, ESRF, ILL and EFDA).
The festival is an integral part of the
EIROforum European Science Teachers’
Initiative (ESTI), supported by the European Commission in the context of the
new NUCLEUS project for science education. The festival aims to strengthen the
awareness and interest of young people in
science and technology, and to foster a
renewal of science teaching in Europe, by
encouraging the exchange of new concepts
and best practices among teachers from all
over the continent. The festival developed
from the highly successful Europe-wide
Physics On Stage programme. (POS)
The Irish team of nine delegates was led
by Dr Eilish McLoughlin from the physics
department at Dublin City University and
included two teacher network coordinators
from the Institute of Physics in Ireland – Paul
Nugent from Dublin and Siobhan Crowe
from Wicklow. Also participating were the
vice-chairman of Irish Science Teachers’
Association, Seamus O’Donghaile from
Roscommon; Alison Graham from Dublin;
Sean Fogarty from Wexford; Rachel Linney

from Kildare; Damienne Letmon from
Dublin; and from the Department of Education, second level support service physics
coordinator, Kerry based, Tim Regan.
These enthusiastic science teachers were
selected as national delegates for their
excellence in teaching and motivating
young people in science. The “Teaching
Science as a Process” was initiated by team
member Alison Graham. The UK Science
on Stage team included the third Irish Institute teacher network coordinator, Vida
Given, who is based in Northern Ireland.
Science on Stage was the final event of a
two-year-long programme of events in 29
participating countries and brought together around 500 science educators. Each day
of the festival had its specific topic, around
which presentations, demonstrations and
workshops were themed. The topics were
Einstein Day; Sustainability Day (e.g. environment, climatology, oceanography,
energy); Space and Astronomy Day; Life
Sciences Day (e.g. health, biotechnology,
genetics); and Science and Technology in
Society Day. “At the festival, teachers have
the chance to view things from a new
perspective, to be entertained and enchanted by science,” said Rolf Landua, head of
education at CERN and chairman of the
event.“As well as taking to the stage, they set
up stalls in fair-like surroundings to share
their most successful teaching tricks.”
EIROforum, the Irish government agency,
Discover Science and Engineering, the Institute of Physics in Ireland and the Irish
Department of Education and Science
through the Second Level Support Service
provided the support for the Irish Science on
Stage delegation.A series of workshops based
on demonstrations from Science on Stage will

m Mary Hanafin is pictured here with
students Graham Kelly and Leah McConnell
demonstrating “The flame tube”at the
launch of the Physics on Stage 3 booklet.

be presented across Ireland over the coming
year and the team plans to publish a compilation of the best of the demonstrations and
teaching ideas from the festival, which will be
distributed to all Irish science teachers.
This follows on from the success of the
three editions of the Physics on Stage programme 2000–2003. Indeed in 2003,
Ireland also took a prize at the 3 rd POS
conference in Noorwijk, the Netherlands.
Tim Roe, a retired physics lecturer from the
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology,
brought a model which splendidly demonstrated the Coriolis effect, winning the
award for ‘most original demonstration of a
scientific principle.’ The best of the demonstrations from Physics on Stage 3 were
recently published by the Irish National
Steering Committee. Speaking at the
launch of the booklet in Dublin in December 2005, Minister for Education and
Science, Mary Hanafin said, ‘the booklet
emphasises the use of simple equipment to
demonstrate the most fundament physical
concepts in a way that fascinates everyone,
regardless of their background in science.
What struck me also was the way in which
science can be investigated and demonstrated with everyday objects and materials
– it really brings home the fact that science
is all around us and that so many aspects
of our lives depend upon it’.
More information and downloads can
be found on the Irish Science on Stage website at http://ireland.iop.org/sos/ and via the
links provided there. ■
b The Irish Science on Stage delegation (left
to right): Sean Fogarty, Seamus O’Donghaile,
Siobhan Crowe, Rachel Linney, Eilish
McLoughlin, Alison Graham, Damienne
Letmon, Paul Nugent and Tim Regan.
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Letters
About W. R. Hamilton

Remark on the Earth dipole moment decay

Marc Dixmier, Dublin • Ireland

Emmanuel Dormy, CNRS/ENS/IPGP • France

I wish to comment upon Luke Drury’s interesting overview of Hamilton’s scientific works,
published in Europhysics News 37/1, 8 (2006).
Among his many contributions to Mathematics, Hamilton also delved into another sort
of non-commutative algebra, that of square
matrices, to which he contributed the theorem
of Cayley-Hamilton: “any square matrix satisfies its own characteristic equation.”
Hamilton’s contributions to Optics, Mechanics
and Algebra were actually connected in a much
deeper way than he could have foreseen: the leastaction principles of optics and mechanics led
Louis de Broglie, in 1923-1924, to postulate the
existence of matter waves. The non-commutation
of operators forms the mathematical basis of the
quantum uncertainty principle, put forward by
Werner Heisenberg in 1925.These two approaches later merged into modern quantum mechanics.
Although Hamilton did coin the expressions
“scalar product” and “vector product”, he is not
the founder of modern vector calculus; that
belongs to the American Josiah Willard Gibbs
(1839-1903) whose methods superseded
Hamilton’s. I often think that this is unfortunate
since Hamilton’s quaternions provide a logical
explanation for the breaking of time reversal
symmetry and of mirror symmetry (i.e. parity)
in some physical systems.
Since I now live in Ireland it is a pleasure for
me to add my own contribution to the cult of
William Rowan Hamilton. ■

In Europhysics News (Vol. 37/2),“The origin of the Earth’s magnetic field”, I present a figure showing the rapid decay of the Earth’s dipole moment. This graph
largely relies on the GUFM field model, which is based on historical measurement
of field intensity and direction over the 1600-1990 period. This plot is often used
to support the possibility of an approaching polarity reversal. In fact, as Dr. Frank
Lowes kindly pointed to me, no direct intensity measurements were available prior
to C.F. Gauss’s invention of a method for determining intensity in 1832. As a
result, while directional observations over the period 1600-1832 can constrain field
morphology, the intensity is left unknown. Following Barraclough (1974), the
GUFM model was therefore scaled in time assuming a linear decrease of the axial
dipole strength. It results that there is absolutely no evidence in the GUFM model
for, or against, a decrease in the dipole moment prior to 1832. The decrease in dipole
moment, as shown in figure 1 of the article, is only supported by observations after
1832 (see figure, with historical measurements after
Fraser-Smith, 1987). This
fact only appears to weaken
the clues for an approaching
reversal. For completeness,
we should however note that
indirect intensity measurements from archaeological
sources appear to confirm
field decay over the last 3000
years. ■
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t is now some months since the World
Conference on Physics for Sustainable
Development was held in Durban, South
Africa in October/November last year.
Organized by the International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP) and
UNESCO, with the South African Institute
of Physics taking responsibility for local
issues, this was unlike any conference held
previously. More than 300 physicists from
over 70 developing and developed counties
came together, not to present and discuss
physics, but to decide on a programme of
actions to be undertaken using physics to
help developing countries. EPS was well
represented. The conference had four main
themes: physics education, physics and
economic development, energy and environment, physics and health. Much of the
time was spent in subgroups within these
main themes, each working up a project,
before coming together again in plenary
session to endorse the final projects.
The projects on physics education
involve: establishing a website and education
resource centres in Asia, Africa and Latin
America; developing supplementary
instructional materials for secondary physics
courses on how physics can contribute to
sustainable development; developing model
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workshops for teacher trainers in Asia,
Africa and Latin America; providing support
to mobile science practitioners.
The economic development projects are
the establishment of a training programme
on economic development for physicists in
developing countries, and the development
of two web-based networks for developing
countries – one on physics and agriculture and
one on nanoscience and nanotechnology.
The projects on energy and the environment concern the enhancement of the
efficiency and the reduction of pollution in
transportation, promotion of the use and
application of solar energy and the development of a model for an inexpensive
biomass plant.
Physics and health concentrated on the
shortage of medical physicists in developing
countries covering physics and engineering
resources for healthcare and development,
curriculum and programme validation for
physicists in medicine, development of
regional training centres for the physics of
radiation therapy, development of a webbased training tool for radiation therapy
physics.
The effort is now in taking these projects
forward and making them work. Not all
these projects will succeed, but the hope is

that those that do will make a difference for
developing countries. EPS is focusing its
attention on the training programme on
economic development. It is working with
the Institute of Physics (IOP), IUPAP and
the Abdus Salam International Centre for
Theoretical Physics (ICTP) to set up a pilot
workshop at the end of November/ start of
December this year. This will be run at
ICTP, which regularly organizes courses for
people from developing countries, has
many contacts with physicists in developing countries and has the facilities for
hosting such a workshop. IOP has assembled a team of volunteer lecturers and is
putting the final programme together in
consultation with the other parties
involved. The emphasis is on commercialisation of intellectual property, not just on
how to patent and license it but also on
identifying if and where there is a market
need. The course will be illustrated by a
number of case studies. ■

. South African Science and Technology
Minister Mosibudi Mangena addresses the
opening session of the World Conference on
Physics and Sustainable development in
Durban
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years after the beginning of Earth observation from
space, the monitoring of Earth’s seismic activity and
the recording of the seismic waves generated by quakes is
exclusively done by global and regional seismic networks.
Contrary to geomagnetism or gravimetry, seismology does
not yet benefit from data acquired from space, and has to
deal with a non-homogeneous coverage of seismic stations.
In particular, the oceans, which cover more than 70% of the
Earth surface, are almost devoid of measurements.
Seismic data are indeed based on the detection of very low
ground displacements: even at the most noisy frequency, 0.15Hz,
associated with a global seismic noise generated by the oceanic
waves, the amplitude of the ground displacement noise is in the
range of 0.1-10 micrometers and good signal to noise seismic
waves have amplitudes of a hundred to a thousand times higher...
Such amplitudes are far below the resolution of any space altimetry methods, especially due to the Earth’s atmosphere and its
interaction with the radio waves or with visible light. Remote
detection of the seismic signals from space seems hopeless...
However, the atmosphere is also affected by waves, and turns out
to offer a possible solution to the problem. After an earthquake,
seismic waves generate vertical and horizontal motion of the surface of the Earth. In some case, tsunami or oceanic gravity waves
are also generated and produce surface oscillations. By continuity
of vertical displacement at the surface, the atmosphere is then
forced to move with the same vertical velocity as the ground surface.
The perturbation propagates upward as an atmospheric wave and
produces pressure and temperature variations, and oscillations of
the atmospheric layers. Can these atmospheric waves be detected
remotely? Let us look at the amplitudes...

The seismic waves with the largest ground amplitude are the
surface waves and especially the Rayleigh waves. They propagate
along the Earth’s surface, in the crust or upper mantle, with velocities ranging from 3 to 4 km/s. For large and superficial quakes, their
displacement amplitude, even at an epicentral distance of 10000
km, can reach several mm or even cm, as was observed after the
large Sumatra earthquake of December, 26, 2004. The propagation
speed of the wave front being much larger than the sound speed
in the atmosphere, the generated air waves propagate almost vertically from the surface location of the Rayleigh wave front. With
their long periods (T > 10-20 s), the infrasonic atmospheric waves
are not attenuated by the atmospheric viscosity: they propagate
with a constant kinetic energy and therefore, their amplitude grows
exponentially as the inverse of the square root of density. As shown
by Fig. 1, the density decays by 10 orders of magnitude between the
ground and 200 km of altitude and amplification of 105 can therefore be encountered by air waves during their upward propagation.
But the neutral atmosphere is not the only one to oscillate.A transfer is made by collision processes to the ionospheric ions and
associated electrons, which oscillate almost in phase. Finally for
quakes of magnitude 7 or more, the ionosphere electrons are
oscillating with velocities of a few tens of m/s and are displaced by
a few hundred of meters. These forced ionospheric waves, with
horizontal speed imposed by the true solid earth surface waves, are
the target for remote sensing observation of the surface waves.
The first observation of ionospheric surface waves were
obtained after a very large Alaskan quake in 1964. At that time, the
ionosphere was monitored for the purpose of nuclear explosion
detection, and both the theories and the instruments necessary for
the interpretation of the atmospheric gravity waves generated by
megatonic atmospheric explosions
[1] had been developed, especially at
the Seismological Laboratory of the
California Institute of Technology.
The pressure fluctuations generated
by quakes are much smaller than
those generated by typical gravity
waves. The seismic source is indeed
located in the solid earth and the
coupling between the solid part and
the atmosphere transfers only 10-4 to
10-5 of the energy [2]. Resonances
are however found first near 3.7
mHz, where spheroidal modes have
up to 0.05 % of their energy in the
atmosphere and also near 4.4 mHz.
These two maximums result from a
wavelength matching of the Rayleigh

b Fig. 1: Density and sound speed

profile with altitude in the Earth
atmosphere. The ionosphere is
developing above 120 km of altitude
and a maximum of ionization is
reached at 350-400 km of altitude.
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waves with the mesospheric wave guide [2] and can lead to typical
bi-chromatic seismic signals after volcanic atmospheric explosions [3].
Even for a magnitude 8 quake, the pressure fluctuations reach
only a few microbars at the surface and must be recorded with
complex measurements systems. The Earth atmosphere is however acting as a natural amplifier and leads to large signals at 150 km
or more of altitude in the ionosphere, for quakes of magnitude 7 or
larger. The ionospheric oscillations can be remotely sounded by a
Doppler sounder [4]. The principle of the Doppler sounder is to
send an electromagnetic wave in the range of 1 to 15 MHz. The
emitted wave reaching the plasma modifies its propagation as the
electron density increases and will be fully reflected at a given altitude, where the plasma frequency (a function of local electron
density) matches the radio wave frequency. If the reflecting layer is
oscillating vertically, a Doppler effect is indeed observable in the

reflected signal. The ground-based Doppler sounding can therefore follow the oscillations ionospheric layers up to 350 km of
altitude, where the maximum of ionization is reached. Modern
instruments can detect vertical velocities of a few 10 of cm/s,
enabling therefore the detection of all quakes with magnitude
greater than 7 (Fig. 2).
If these techniques are paving the way of a seismic remote sensing of the signals, they however remain single point measurements
and do not allow the wavefield to be imaged. A second step was
therefore necessary toward such 2D or 3D mapping of the seismic
waves in the atmosphere. Our team, with the French SME Noveltis, has used for this goal the dense GPS networks, located either
in California, Japan or Europe. With about 1200 receivers the
Japan network is the densest and as each receiver can see from 6
to 10 satellites, this network provides about 10000 ionospheric
sounding each second. These data allow, by tomographic techniques, the airwaves in 2D and 3D to be captured, through their
perturbations of the electronic content of the ionosphere [5].
Typically, these perturbations reach a few percent of the electron
density for quakes with magnitude larger than 8 (Fig. 3). The vertical and horizontal propagation of the wave front can then be
studied. By using the Southern California GPS network, the
surface waves of the November, 3, 2002 (M=8.2) quake were clearly detected between an altitude of 200 and 400 km (see the movies
of the ionospheric perturbations and more information on the
Spectre project [6]). Estimates of the horizontal group velocity has
been obtained and successfully compared with the velocity from
3D models of the Earth lateral variations [7]: we can even imagine
using these techniques for measuring the seismic velocities of the
Earth upper mantle and crust, especially in locations where seismometers cannot be easily deployed (Fig. 4). Although on Earth
this technique would never provide the same quality of seismic
data as a seismic network, it can be the unique way to obtain
seismic data on planets too hostile for the deployment of long
lived seismic stations. Venus is the best example [8]. In addition,
the coupling strength is proportional to the acoustic impedance of
the atmosphere, equal to rc where r is the density and c the
acoustic speed. As the atmospheric density at the surface of
Venus is about 60 kg/m3 and the acoustic velocity is slightly
higher (410 m/s) than on Earth, this leads to an acoustic impedance about 60 times greater than on Earth, where the atmospheric
density is 1.2 kg/m3. Moreover, at 50 km of altitude, where the
Venus pressure is comparable to Earth ground pressure, the
decrease by almost 2 orders of magnitude of the density leads
already to an amplification of 10 of the waves. Consequently,
Venus quakes will generate atmospheric infrasonic waves with
amplitudes 600 larger than on the Earth surface. This profitable
effect gives a unique opportunity for a future Venus quakes detection by a satellite sounding the Venus ionosphere.

m Fig. 2: These signals correspond to the ionospheric vertical
velocity. They are recorded by the Doppler sounder of CEA, at 143
and 169 km of altitude, by using the reflection of two radio waves at
3.849 and 4.624 MHz respectively. Data were recorded after a Mw=8
quake in the South Indian Ocean, on June 18, 2000. The bottom
trace corresponds to the data recorded by a seismometer. For all
data, synthetics are computed by using a spherically symmetric
Earth model, for both the solid Earth or its atmosphere. Most of the
differences at the ground are associated with the 3D structure of the
Earth, which is not taken into account in the synthetics. Differences
in the amplitude of the ionospheric waves are probably due to a
non-correct viscosity profile in the atmosphere, such data being
badly known at high altitude. Data from CEA-DASE are reprinted
from [4].

Let’s however go back to Earth...
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Tsunamis can also be detected with such a remote sensing
approach. Tsunamis are surface gravity waves that propagate for
great distances in the oceans, usually triggered by earthquakes or
landslides. In the open ocean, their long wavelengths (typically
200 km), long periods (20 minutes) and small amplitudes (a few
to 50 cm for the gigantic event of December, 26) make their detections very challenging with the GPS buoy systems or ocean bottom
pressure sensors. Recently, satellite altimetry has proved to be capable of measuring the sea surface variation in the case of large
tsunamis [9] including for the recent Sumatra, December 26 tsunami [10], but these techniques do not allow a real time imaging of
the oceanic wave.
europhysicsnews
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As for surface waves, early theoretical works in the 1970s predicted that atmospheric gravity waves are generated in the wake of
a tsunami [11]. If one hour is, for the gravity wave, the time to reach
the ionosphere (versus ~10 minutes for seismic-acoustic waves),
after this delay the ionospheric perturbation follows the tsunami
front and, as for the seismic waves, the atmospheric oscillations
are amplified with altitude. It should be noted moreover that, due

to their much shorter wavelength and period, the surface noise of
ocean swell does not produce significant upward propagating
waves in the atmosphere: the atmosphere acts as a filter, enhancing the long wavelength tsunami perturbation over other sources.
The first observation had however to wait almost 30 years. It was
performed after the Peru, June 32, 2001 tsunami [12]. The tsunami arrival was observed on Japanese tide gauges between 20 and 22

b Fig. 3: TEC time series from satellite 26, plotted
as a function of time and distance to the
epicenter. The TEC data were obtained from the
difference of the two GPS carriers propagation
times and then band-pass filtered between 150 s
and 350 s, with a central period of 225 s. Each
trace corresponds to the TEC obtained with a
given GPS station at the sub-ionospheric point.
The satellite elevation is about 60-65 degrees at
the time of signal observation. The positions of
the sub-ionospheric points are obtained from reprocessed satellite coordinates with a 30 s
resampling. The black dashed line represents a
typical Rayleigh wave on the ground, with a
mean velocity of 3.5 km/s. Differences in arrival
time might be related to lateral variation. On the
top left: Piercing points for ionospheric
measurements from all receivers in California
(SCIGN + BARD + IGS) and all satellites. The red
star shows the epicenter location for the Denali
earthquake and the red points are the position of
the sub-ionospheric points.

m Fig. 4: Map of the ionospheric perturbations over Japan after the Tokacho-Oki earthquake of September 25, 2003, occurring at 19h50. The

time interval between each map is 30 s. A spectacular ionospheric perturbation is observed near the source, corresponding mainly to acoustic
waves generated by the quake and appears approximately 10 minutes after. At larger distances, we also observe Rayleigh waves along the coast
of the Japan Sea. The amplitudes observed are comparable to those of the Denali event and are typically 0.1 TECU peak-to-peak.
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b Fig. 5: Observed

signal for the June
23, 2001 tsunami
(initiated offshore
Peru): TEC variations
plotted at the
ionospheric piercing
points. A wave-like
disturbance is
propagating
towards the coast of
Honshu. This
perturbation
presents the
expected
characteristics of a
tsunami-induced
gravity wave, and
arrives
approximately at the
same time as the
tsunami wave itself.

hours after the earthquake, with wave amplitudes between 10 and
40 cm (open ocean amplitude were estimated to be of 1-2 cm) and
dominant periods of 20 to 30 minutes. Shortly after, a large ionospheric perturbation was detected through a specific processing of
data from the continuous GPS network in Japan (GEONET). Fig.
5 shows the signal observed at approximately 6:30 pm. Each dot
represents the Total Electron Content (TEC) calculated from one
satellite-receiver ray, corrected for ray zenithal angle and highpass filtered to remove diurnal variation. The locations of the
points correspond to the intersections of the rays with the F2 peak
in the ionosphere, named “piercing points”. The arrival time,
orientation, wavelength, velocity of the wave packet observed are
consistent with what is expected for a tsunami-induced perturbation. The gigantic and dramatic Sumatra tsunami of December, 26,
2004 (M=9, 00:58 UTC) confirmed the possibilities of observing
tsunami ionospheric signals, and signals were detected on the Total
Electronic Content (TEC) measurement on-board the
TOPEX/Poseidon and JASON satellites, and on the GPS stations in
Indonesia and in the India Ocean [13]. The modeling of the
ionospheric signal was performed, and both the waveform and
the amplitude observed by Jason and Topex has been reproduced
[14]. These results confirm the interest of a real-time monitoring of
the ionosphere, which could be carried out either with active
microwave radar or by optical systems detecting the airglow associated with the ion recombination in the ionosphere.
In conclusion, advances in the monitoring of small-scale
perturbations of the ionosphere have allowed the detection of
atmospheric Rayleigh waves as well as tsunami-induced gravity
waves with both ground systems based on GPS, and ionospheric
sounding performed by TOPEX and JASON and Doppler
sounders. These new data open exciting prospects in seismology
such as the remote sensing of the Rayleigh seismic wave fronts,
especially over the ocean, where the deployment of dense seismic
networks is the most challenging. These prospects are also very
exciting for tsunamis because they are extremely difficult to
observe in the open ocean, but their associated gravity waves have
a clear impact on the ionosphere and can be detected by remote
sensing systems. The monitoring of the ionosphere by joint
ground/space techniques, such as continuous GPS networks, over14 • volume 37 • number 4

the-horizon radar or even by a future dedicated space system,
might improve our understanding of tsunami propagation in the
open ocean and possibly the efficiency of the future tsunami warning systems. ■
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T

his year is the centenary of the birth of Ettore Majorana, one of
the major Italian physicists of all times. The centenary has triggered a series of initiatives. Among them there is the International
Conference on “Ettore Majorana’s legacy and the Physics of the
XXI century” organized by the Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia of University of Catania, Italy that will be held in Catania on
October 5-6.Another initiative of the Società Italiana di Fisica concerns the publication of a volume including all Majorana’s articles
both in the original language (in most cases Italian) and in English.
The volume will also contain a brief descriptive note on each of the
articles. Lastly, the International School on Complexity of the
“Ettore Majorana Foundation and Centre for Scientific Culture” of
Erice, Italy co-directed by A. Zichichi, G. Benedek, M. Gell-Mann,
L. Pietronero and C. Tsallis, has scheduled a Course on September
17-23 entitled “Statistical Laws in Physics and Economics” directly
inspired by one of Majorana’s articles, specifically his 10th article.
This article is probably the least known among his articles.
In this note we briefly sketch a few biographical details about
Ettore Majorana and introduce and discuss the main points of
Majorana’s 10th article. The biographical notes are mainly based on
information that can be found in [1,2]. The aim of this note is to
invite the readership of Europhysics News to consider the main
message of Majorana’s last contribution with its focus on the value
of statistical laws in physics and social sciences [3].
Ettore Majorana was born in Catania, Italy on August 5th 1906 in
a well known and influential family of that city. His father was
Fabio Massimo Majorana, an engineer that was appointed to be
General Inspector of the Italian Ministry of Communication in
Rome in 1928. Fabio Massimo Majorana was the younger brother
of Quirino Majorana a renowned professor of experimental
physics at Bologna University and a member of the prestigious
Accademia dei Lincei. Fabio Massimo Majorana married Dorina
Corso and they had two daughters and three sons, specifically,
Rosina, Salvatore, Luciano, Ettore and Maria.
The family moved to Rome in 1921.Ettore Majorana studied at the
secondary schools “Istituto Massimo” and “Liceo Statale Torquato
Tasso”where he obtained his diploma.He then enrolled at the
School of Engineering of Rome University (at that time
only “La Sapienza”University existed).At the School of
Engineering he started to interact with Emilio Segré.
In 1926 Emilio Segré moved from the School of
Engineering to the Institute of Physics where
Enrico Fermi (at that time 26 years old) was
nominated to the position of full professor of
Theoretical Physics. The same path was followed by other successful Italian physicists
such as, for example, Edoardo Amaldi. In the
new environment of physics, Emilio Segré
was often talking about the exceptional qualities of Ettore Majorana and meanwhile he
attempted to convince Ettore to join the
group of physicists led by Enrico Fermi. The
passage of Ettore Majorana from the School of
Engineering to the Institute of Physics did happen at the beginning of 1928. At that time the
involvement of Ettore Majorana as a student and
then as a professional physicist started.
europhysicsnews

Ettore Majorana was one of the greatest theoretical physicists of
the heroic period of the development of quantum mechanics and
nuclear physics in the first half of the last century. Ettore Majorana
graduated in physics in 1929 under the supervision of E. Fermi.
During the years from 1929 to 1933 he devoted all his energy to
theoretical physics and produced most of his work in this field. In
1933 he visited Lipsia, where he positively interact with W. Heisenberg, and briefly Copenhagen where he met Niels Bohr. After his
return to Rome during the fall of 1933 his involvement in theoretical physics research declined until 1937 when he again showed an
active interest in theoretical physics by taking part in a national
examination to obtain a position of professor of theoretical physics
at Palermo University. The Committee composed of E. Fermi,
O. Lazzarino, E. Persico, G. Polvani and A. Carelli, unanimously
considered his work to be outstanding and above comparison with
the work of the other candidates and therefore proposed that the
Minister of Education should nominate E. Majorana as a full
professor for “chiara fama”, namely outside the examination procedure. He therefore became professor of theoretical physics at
Naples University where he taught a quantum mechanics course
during the academic year 1937-38.
Ettore Majorana mysteriously disappeared in March 1938
during a trip on the ship connecting Palermo to Naples. His body
was never found although the search for Majorana both by
government officials and members of the Majorana family continued for a long time. Enrico Fermi had a very high estimation of
him. In the letter he wrote in 1938 to the Italian prime Minister of
that time, Benito Mussolini, asking the government to intensify the
support of Ettore’s research, Fermi stated “I have no hesitation to
state to You, and I am not saying this as an hyperbolic statement,
that of all Italian and foreign scholars that I have had the opportunity to meet, Majorana is among all of them the one that has most
struck me for his deep sharpness” [2].
Majorana was not a prolific author. He just published 9 articles
before his disappearance and a 10th article, whose manuscript was
found by Majorana’s brother among his files, was published
in 1942 after his disappearance in the international
Italian journal Scientia, through the interest of his
friend Giovanni Gentile Jr.. Nine of these articles were written in Italian and one in
German. Italian is not a widespread language and this limitation has prevented
Majorana’s work becoming known and
correctly evaluated by a vast community of scientists. I have translated the
10th article of Majorana “The value of
statistical laws in physics and social
sciences” to provide to a broad audience of physicists the possibility of
direct access to the article. The translation was recently published in
Quantitative Finance 5, 133-140 (2005).

b Fig. 1: Photo of Ettore Majorana from
the University ID dated November 3rd
1923.
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The article is a rather special article in several respects. In the
original presentation for Scientia, Giovanni Gentile Jr. wrote that
the article was originally written for a sociology journal. This
article was therefore intended to present the point of view of a
physicist about the value of statistical laws in physics and social
sciences to scholars of a broad spectrum of different disciplines
such as sociology and economics. In his article, Majorana considers quantum mechanics as a fundamental and successful theory
able to describe the basic processes involving single particles and
atoms. He explicitly considers the theory as a statistical theory
because the theory is not able to describe the time evolution of a
single particle or atom in a precise environment at a deterministic level. As an example of the lack of determinism in the time
evolution of a single system he discusses the case of the decay of
a radioactive atom. This lack of determinism at the level of an
elementary physical system motivated him to suggest a formal
analogy between statistical laws observed in physics and the social
sciences. In his article, he concludes that there is an “essential analogy between physics and the social sciences, between which an
identity of value and method has turned out”. These words seem
to pioneer the view that an investigation of complex systems
(indeed this term is literally present in the article) of economic or
social origin might be conducted on the same epistemological
basis as the modeling of physical systems.
His conclusion was considered as rather peculiar and was
accepted as a general belief by only a minority of physicists for
several years. For example in the book “La vita e l’opera di Ettore
Majorana” [1], Edoardo Amaldi just wrote a single sentence on
this article in a biographical and scientific note of 49 pages. Even
today, Majorana’s point of view might indeed still be rather unpopular among mainstream physicists, in spite of more than 70 years
of quantum mechanics and after some major breakthrough in the
fields of critical phenomena and chaos theory.
There is a pioneering nature of this article both from the
perspective of physics and economics. From the physics point of
view, Majorana took a clear position about the key aspect that
quantum mechanics forces scientists to use a statistical description down to events involving single entities. From the point of
view of economics and social sciences, there is an emphasis on the
observation that statistical laws have to be used in economic and
social modeling. It should be noted this position was not that of the
majority of scholars working in the thirties of
the last century in both the disciplines
considered. In fact, during the thirties of the last century the
interaction between social sciences and natural scientists
w a s d e ve l op e d u n d e r
the paradigm of celestial
mechanics (the only
exception to this
approach was the one
pursued by Louis Bachelier that at that time had
no impact on the academy [4]). This interaction
goes back to the development of general
equilibrium theory pursued

b Fig. 2: Ettore Majorana at
Naples in 1938.
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by Walras, Pareto, Schlesinger and Wald. The emphasis of Majorana on the intrinsic statistical nature of most of the underlying
processes describing natural phenomena suggests that statistical
laws should be incorporated into a modeling approach to social
phenomena. This approach has eventually found its best achievement in finance with the Black and Scholes modeling of option
pricing [5].
The topic considered by Majorana in his article is timely today
for a series of reasons. First, it should be noted that a crossdisciplinary consensus about the epistemological value of statistical
laws in different disciplines is not easily found today. The major
paradigm of the validity of a scientific theory is still based on the
falsification procedure of a law. It is undisputable that this approach
has been devised having in mind the most characteristic laws in
physical sciences, i.e. deterministic laws or laws having a deterministic part (as is the case for quantum mechanics when the time
evolution of the wave function is considered or for random walk
theory when one considers the statistical description of an ensemble of walks). During the past years it has been progressively
realized that such an approach might not be the most appropriate
to other disciplines such as, for example, biology. For this important
and successful discipline, the nature of the laws (or sometimes
theories) is often intrinsically related to the prevalence of indeterminacy owing to the high frequency of stochastic processes
unavoidably involved and moreover a double causality (one related to the external conditions and forces and one governed by the
amount of information inherited at the biological level under consideration) is present in most cases [6]. Similar observations are
most probably also valid for social sciences.
Physics might certainly benefit from a deeper understanding of
the role, necessity and peculiarity of statistical laws in physics.
Some of the statistical laws are eventually reinterpreted in terms of
more fundamental and deterministic laws. However there are cases
when a reduction seems to be impossible. One of these cases is
indeed quantum mechanics and other more recent examples concern the topics of chaos and critical phenomena theory. By
somewhat inverting the perspective of the relations between
physics, biology and the social sciences, it might be worth discussing the possibility that physicists should also start to consider
as proper to their discipline the investigation of systems where the
basic elements composing the system are in possession of a certain
level of internal information and are characterized by a certain
ability to react to external stimuli by properly processing the available external information with inherited or adaptive rules.
Investigations of this kind have been performed with tools of
statistical physics properly adapted or extended. For example, one
of these models is the minority game [7, 8] recently investigated
within the new research field of econophysics [9].
In summary, the 10th article of Majorana raised the necessity of
focusing the attention of several disciplines on the value and
nature of statistical laws. From physics, to biology and to social
sciences, all the scientific disciplines present statistical laws and
scholars of these disciplines need to reflect about their role within each discipline. Majorana noticed that quantum mechanics
made clear that a scientific description without statistical laws is
impossible. Today there is still a need to assess the status of statistical laws and to consider the validation procedures that are most
appropriate to these sorts of laws. Validation procedures probably
need to be different from those originally devised having in mind
deterministic laws.
I hope the occasion of the centenary of the birth of Ettore Majorana will be useful to remember and to reconsider not only his
exceptional achievements in theoretical physics but also his fresh
europhysicsnews
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and original views on the essential aspects, importance and role of
statistical laws in physics and in other disciplines such as the
social sciences. ■
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Physics in daily life: cycling really fast
L.J.F. (Jo) Hermans,
Leiden University • The Netherlands

W

e remember that the cyclist on a horizontal road has to beat
two forces. One is the rolling resistance, proportional to the
total weight (Crmg). The other one is air drag, proportional to the
frontal area, the air density and the velocity squared (CD.A. 1/2rv2).
The two are equal at roughly 15 km/h for a normal bicycle. In view
of the v2 dependence, drag is by far dominant at record-breaking
speeds: If you want to go fast, get rid of the drag.
One way to minimize drag is to use super-streamlined, recumbent bikes: HPV’s, for Human Powered Vehicles. Their main
advantage is a reduction of the drag coefficient CD to 0,1 which is
an order of magnitude smaller than the value for a normal bike.
As a result, speeds above 90 km/h have been a piece of cake for
experienced riders ever since the 1980s. Indeed, in the U.S. during
the nationwide speed limit of 55 mph (88 km/h), several riders
earned an honorary speeding ticket from the California Highway
Patrol. More recently, in 1998, the landmark of 130 km/h was first
reached by the Canadian Sam Whittingham.
For the real speed devil that’s not good enough.Why not abolish
drag altogether, by riding behind a fast car having a large vertical
board at its rear end (a technique also called Motor Pacing)? This
is precisely what Dutchman Fred Rompelberg from Maastricht did
in 1995, on the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah, USA. He set off
behind a powerful car on a special-design bicycle (but not an
HPV) and reached a breathtaking 268 km/h. Sure enough, that
made him the fastest man-on-a-bike ever.
Now let us take this a bit further, by also reducing the
rolling resistance. Let us do a though-experiment and
calculate how fast we could ride on the moon.
Reasonable input data would be a peak power
of 750 watt for the rider (which is what a
trained cyclist briefly reaches on earth), a
mass m = 100 kg (including the space
europhysicsnews

suit), Cr = 0.0045 (a typical value for bicycles) and g = 1.62 m/s2.
Since the rolling resistance is the only force to be overcome, all we
have to do is solve the equation Crmgv = 750 W.
The resulting speed v turns out to be some 3700 km/h. That is really fast: over Mach 3 in terms of the terrestrial speed of sound at
ambient temperature. But for lack of an atmosphere, we do not
have to worry about sonic booms on the moon.
Much faster than that, however, may become a problem: 3700
km/h, that is about half the
escape velocity… ■
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Quicksand!
A. Khaldoun, G. Wegdam, E. Eiser and D. Bonn,
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I

t is a classical scene from western movies. The bad guy ends up
in a pool of quicksand, and sinks away in it until only his hat
remains, floating on the quicksand. Or, at the very last moment,
his head barely sticking out of the quicksand, he is saved by the lead
character, who pulls him out of the quicksand with his horse.
Hollywood produced dozens of movies in which people drown in
quicksand; the most classic one is probably The Hound of the
Baskervilles. In the movie a young lady (and later on almost
Sherlock Holmes himself, also) disappears into ‘wet’ quicksand.
Our recent experiments at the University of Amsterdam show
that when investigated by physicists, the Hollywoodian quicksand
myths are mostly pure figments of imagination. The first important
question is what quicksand really is. Geophysicists do not have a
clear answer to this question. In most geophysics textbooks,“quicksand” is the generic name for sand that has been fluidized by
upwelling water, i.e., with an underground water source. If the

m Fig. 1: Liquefaction of quicksand under stress: viscosity

measurements show that there can be almost a factor of 1 million
difference between quicksand in its normal ‘solid’ state, and
quicksand that has been liquefied because it was disturbed too
much (a too large stress was applied to the system).
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underground water flows sufficiently rapidly to the surface, the
flow destroys the packing of the sand grains, and what remains is
liquid: water with the sand particles suspended in it. This can
have dramatic consequences in areas that are earthquake prone
such as in Japan: after earthquakes often water wells up, and if the
sand is fluidized by this, whole buildings can topple over. This however has nothing to do with the quicksand in which the poor lady
of “Hound of the Baskervilles” drowned, or with quicksand that
we know from muddy areas, for instance in the bay of the Mont St
Michel in France.
When on holidays in Iran, one of us (DB) encountered a huge
quicksand area near a salt lake between Tehran and Qom. This
quicksand area is very ill-reputed in Iran (local shepherds insist
that whole camels were swallowed up by the quicksand) and has
the big advantage that nobody has interfered with it, as is the case
for instance in certain areas of the Mont St Michel bay. The analysis of the soil samples brought back from Iran showed that besides
sand and water, the quicksand contained considerable amounts of
clay (5-10%) and salt. The detailed analysis of the flow properties
of the quicksand then allowed us to explain the myths that have
surrounded quicksand for centuries.
The first myth says that when one ends up in quicksand, one
shouldn’t move, because it makes you sink in deeper. The second
myth says that once you are trapped in quicksand, that it is impossible to get out. The third myth is that you can drown in it. The
conclusion of our research is that the first two myths are true.
The third, on the other hand, is not: it is impossible to drown in
quicksand.
The quantitative analysis of the mixture of salt water, sand and
clay shows that there is remarkably little sand in the quicksand,
only about 40% in volume. This makes the sand structure very
fragile: for comparison, for a pile of oranges on the market, the
fruits take up approximately two-thirds of the space. If there were
a way to remove almost half of the oranges without making the pile
collapse, the packing would look like that of the sand in quicksand.
This fragile packing is stabilized by the presence of the clay; the
clay we found in the quicksand forms a colloidal gel with the consistency of thick yogurt, preventing the sand grains from falling.
The clay itself is, on the other hand, not solid enough to support
your weight: if you are standing on quicksand, more than 90% of
your weight is carried by the sand. All this could be verified by
europhysicsnews
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preparing a “laboratory quicksand”: a mixture of bentonite (a
swelling clay) sand and salt water that perfectly reproduces the flow
properties of our natural quicksand.
Once you stand on quicksand, it is not a very good idea to move.
Your movement will liquefy the clay (much like yogurt, when
stirred), and that allows the sand structure to collapse. In the experiments, this corresponds to a sudden viscosity decrease of a factor
1 million: the difference between sinking away with a few millimetres every hour, and sinking with a meter per second. Thus, as
soon as you move, you will sink away rapidly. This has dramatic
consequences: after the clay has liquefied and you have sunk away,
the sand will settle to the bottom and water will float on top of it.
This turns out to be where the salt is important: for a sufficient
amount of salt, the clay will not only liquefy, but destabilizes
completely. This is a generic feature of swelling clays: for too high
salt, clay particles that were electrostatically stabilized in suspension stick together (flocculate) because of their mutual attraction
due to van der Waals forces. The aggregated particles then sink to
the bottom, too. The results of this is the formation of a very densely packed sand layer around your feet. The density is 80 volume%:
there are smaller oranges or tangerines between the oranges, since
this is a higher volume fraction than a random close packing of
spheres of the same size. The only way you can unstick your foot
is then to introduce water into this densely packed sand. However,
the sand is so fine, with a typical grain size of 60 µm, that this
turns out to be very, very difficult. For the typical poresize of the
Iranian quicksand, pulling up a model ‘foot’ of 10 cm x 10 cm
requires a force of some 10 4 N. This force is comparable to that
necessary for lifting up a car! So we are forced to conclude that the
second myth: once you get stuck, it is impossible to get out, is also
true. The classical Hollywood-scene of the hero being pulled out of
the quicksand by his horse, on the other hand, is very wrong: the
horse is likely to pull our hero into two pieces.
The third myth is that one can drown in quicksand. There is
however hope for people that get stuck. A simple experiment in
fact shows that it is close to impossible for people or animals
(including camels) to drown. The bottom line is that the density of
quicksand is roughly twice that of water, and that the buoyancy
force will simply make you float. The figure shows a ‘cartoon’
version of the experiment. Taz, the little figurine standing on the
quicksand, has been carefully engineered to have exactly a density of 1 g /cm 3 , the density of men and mammals. To mimic
someone moving in quicksand, we vibrate the whole container
with Taz on it with a mechanical shaker. We observe that indeed,
he sinks away, and more quickly so if we shake harder. Still, however hard we try, we never succeed in drowning Taz completely:
Archimedes was right, and Hollywood wrong. Formulating, for
europhysicsnews

m Fig. 2: Sinking experiment: the figurine has been carefully tailored

to have exactly the density of a human being. He sinks away, but
doesn’t drown in the quicksand.

the quicksand, the equivalent of Archimedes’ buoyancy force
calculation is however a very difficult problem: a part of the
weight of the sand grains is carried by other grains, and this
weight does not contribute to the buoyancy force. The conclusion
must therefore be that one will sink away somewhere between
halfway (because the quicksand has twice the density of water)
and completely (if only the water counts). The experimental
reality is somewhere in between, as Taz clearly shows: it is impossible to drown.
This of course poses the question where this third myth finds its
origin. We suspect that this has everything to do with the places
where quicksand is usually found, namely at the estuaries of
rivers. This is a direct consequence of its composition: the rivers
transport clay, and where the clay meets the salty seawater, all the
ingredients are present to make quicksand. The problem one may
encounter then is the high tide coming in when one is stuck in
quicksand: in this situation drowning is unfortunately very well
possible. ■
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ife appears as incredibly complex when it is investigated with
atomic resolution.However,the vast majority of biological matter
consists of rather few building blocks, which are comparatively simple organic molecules. The building blocks of life are, first of all, the
four nuclei acid bases adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine (see
Scheme I), which encode the genetic information of all living creatures in DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). The exceedingly multifarious
world of proteins is built from only 20 amino acids (a few of them
are shown in Scheme II). Another widespread molecular motif are
carbohydrates (e.g.,sugars).Sugar molecules are part of the backbone
of DNA and of structure-forming biopolymers such as cellulose.
Organic molecules are not stable under persistent irradiation with
ultraviolet (UV) light. UV photons can break covalent bonds and
thus can induce a great variety of chemical transformations (isomerizations or fragmentations). In view of this, it is amazing that life
can thrive under full exposition to sunlight. Moreover, biogenesis
took place long before the formation of the stratospheric ozone layer
(which today filters out the most dangerous UV components of sunlight) and thus under conditions of extremely intense
short-wavelength UV radiation. As pointed out by Sagan, this must
have resulted in an extreme selection pressure for UV protection [1].
These considerations suggest that photostability may have been the
decisive selection criterion which has determined the molecular
architecture of life at the beginning of the biological evolution.
In this article, we discuss recent theoretical and experimental
results which support the hypothesis that the fundamental building blocks as well as the supramolecular structures of life are
optimized with respect to photostability.

converts the potentially dangerous energy of the UV photon into
vibrational energy (heat) which is subsequently dissipated into the
environment. As we shall discuss below, the DNA bases and especially the supramolecular structures of DNA and proteins avail
themselves of very efficient excited-state deactivation mechanisms
which are similar to those of commercial photostabilizers.

Potential-energy surfaces,
conical intersections and radiationless decay
To explain the physical mechanisms of photostability, it is necessary
to introduce two fundamental theoretical concepts. The first concept is the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential-energy surface. As is
well known, the BO approximation is based on the large mass difference between electrons and nuclei, resulting in a separation of time
scales. It is usually a good approximation to assume that the fast
electrons follow instantaneously the much slower motion of the
nuclei.In this BO adiabatic approximation,the nuclear motion is thus
tied to a particular eigenvalue of the electronic Schrödinger equation,
the so-called BO potential-energy surface. The second concept is the
conical intersection of BO potential-energy surfaces,dating back to a
fundamental paper by von Neumann und Wigner [3]. Von Neumann and Wigner realized that in a polyatomic molecule, other
than in diatomic molecules, BO energy surfaces generically are
allowed to have exact crossings. These crossings are called conical
intersections, since the energy surfaces have the shape of a double
cone in a suitable two-dimensional subspace of the nuclear coordinates.At these conical intersections, the BO adiabatic approximation
is strictly invalid, since the nonadiabatic couplings, which usually are

Photostability
The concept of photostability and the physical mechanisms providing photostability can best be explained by referring to so-called
photostabilizers [2], which are in widespread technical use for the
protection of organic polymers. Photostabilizers are organic compounds (usually intramolecularly hydrogen-bonded aromatic
molecules) which absorb UV photons with a large cross section
and convert the photon energy into heat, without undergoing
destructive photochemical reactions. The best photostabilizers
can neutralize nearly a million of photons before being destroyed
by a photochemical reaction. The essential mechanism is ultrafast
radiationless decay of the photoexcited singlet state to the electronic ground state. This process is called internal conversion. It

adenine

thymine

m Scheme I

glycine

guanine
. Scheme II

alanine
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glutamine

cytosine

m Fig. 1: Schematic view of
the radiative excitation of a
chromophore and its
deactivation via a conical
intersection of the S1 and S0
energy surfaces. The dots and
arrows are intended to give a
qualitative visualization of the
motion of the optically prepared
wave packet.
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neglected, become infinite. The molecule thus can switch extremely
efficiently from the energy surface of the excited state to the energy
surface of the electronic ground state at such conical intersections.
Extensive research in computational chemistry during the last decade
has revealed that (i) conical intersections are indeed ubiquitous in
polyatomic molecules [4, 5] and (ii) internal conversion at conical
intersections is essentially instantaneous, that is, it occurs within a
fraction of the relevant vibrational periods [6, 7]. Conical intersections thus are the key mechanistic elements for photostability,
provided they are accessible in a barrierless manner on the excitedstate potential-energy surface. A schematic view of the radiative
excitation process and the rapid radiationless deactivation process via
a conical intersection is shown in Fig. 1.While the excitation process
is “vertical”, that is, occurs at the ground-state equilibrium geometry
of the molecule, the deactivation process involves a photochemical
reaction which is aborted at the conical intersection.
It is clear from this brief outline that a reliable first-principles
characterization of the electronic potential-energy surfaces is
essential for the theoretical understanding of photostability. We
cannot cover here the rather involved technical aspects of these
calculations. Detailed information about the electronic-structure
methods can be found in the quoted literature.

Photostability of isolated DNA bases
Photostability of the molecular encoding of genetic information
clearly is of utmost importance for the existence of life. Although
the DNA bases absorb strongly in the 200 – 300 nm range, the
quantum yields of their photoproducts are very low. The kinetics of
the radiationless decay of individual DNA bases has been investigated in the gas phase as well as in solution, see [8] for a recent
review. The measured lifetimes indeed are very short, of the order
of a few hundred femtoseconds in solution [8].
It has recently been shown by several research groups that the
methods of ab initio quantum chemistry can contribute significantly to the identification of the excited-state deactivation mechanisms
of isolated DNA bases (see [9] and references therein). Two types
of photochemical reaction paths, which lead to low-lying conical
intersections of excited-state and ground-state energy surfaces, have
been identified: (i) the torsion of certain C-N bonds of the sixmembered rings, and (ii) the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from
azine or amino groups. Fig. 2 shows, as an example, the energy profiles of the electronic ground state (S0) and the three lowest excited
states of adenine as a function of the reaction coordinate (primarily torsion of the C2N3 bond of the six-membered ring of adenine)
leading to the lowest-energy conical intersection.
The curve crossings, which are accentuated by colored circles in
Fig. 2, become conical intersections when the remaining nuclear
degrees of freedom are taken into account. It is seen that the stabilization of the second excited singlet state of ππ* character (π/π* are
occupied/unoccupied molecular orbitals with a node in the molecular plane) leads to a conical intersection of this state with the
electronic ground state. This intersection is lower in energy than the
(a)
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m Fig. 2: Potential-energy profiles of the ground state (S0) and the
lowest excited singlet states (1nπ*, 1ππ*) of adenine along the
reaction path leading from the ground-state equilibrium geometry
(left) to the S1-S0 conical intersection (right).

minimum of the lowest excited singlet state (1nπ*, where n denotes
a nonbonding molecular orbital) of adenine. It can be reached in a
nearly barrierless manner from the first 1ππ* state, which is the lowest
UV absorbing state of adenine.Similar results have been obtained for
cytosine, guanine and thymine. Taken together, these computational
results confirm the existence of very efficient channels of radiationless deactivation in the DNA bases. The DNA bases thus appear to
be optimized with respect to photostability. This property can
explain the selection of just these four species at the beginning of
the biological evolution. They may have played the role of integrated sunscreens in the earliest biopolymers (presumably RNA).

Photostability of DNA base pairs
It is a most remarkable feature of life that only two base pairs (adenine-thymine (AT) and guanine-cytosine (GC)) encode all the
genetic information. Recently, is has become possible to obtain the
electronic and vibrational spectra of these hydrogen-bonded base

b Fig. 3: Equilibrium
structures of the
guanine-cytosine (a) and
adenine-thymine (b)
Watson-Crick base pairs.
Colour code: yellow:
carbon; blue: nitrogen;
red: oxygen; grey:
hydrogen.
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m Fig. 4: Potential-energies of the ground state (S0), the lowest

locally-excited states (1nπ*(LE), 1ππ*(LE)) and the lowest chargetransfer state (1ππ*(CT)) as functions of the proton-transfer
coordinate in the GC (a) and AT (b) Watson-Crick base pairs. The
excited-state energies have been calculated at the minimum-energy
geometries of the respective states, while this designated as S0(CT )
has been determined at the minimum-energy geometries of the
charge-transfer state

pairs in isolation by laser evaporation and subsequent cooling in a
supersonic jet. The isolated AT and GC base pairs can exist in a variety of structures (so-called conformers) which differ in the
hydrogen-bonding geometry. With sophisticated double-resonance
laser techniques and first-principles calculations of the vibrational
spectra, it has been possible to assign the observed spectra to specific
conformers [10]. The so-called Watson-Crick conformers of AT and
GC, that are the only ones relevant for biology, are displayed in Fig. 3.
It is seen that GC (AT) are connected by three (two) hydrogen bonds
(dotted lines). For the GC base pair, the spectra of three conformers
have been detected [10, 11]. Remarkably, the resonantly enhanced
multi-photon ionization spectrum of the Watson-Crick conformer of
GC is extremely weak and broad, in sharp contrast to the strong and
sharp signals of the two other conformers [11]. An excited-state lifetime of a few femtoseconds has been estimated from the spectra of
the Watson-Crick conformer of GC. The UV spectrum of the Watson-Crick conformer of AT has not yet been observed.
Calculations of the potential-energy functions of GC and AT
have led to the discovery of a new mechanism of excited-state
deactivation which is specific for hydrogen-bonded aromatic systems [12]. The calculations have revealed that electron-driven
proton-transfer processes between the bases play an important role
in the photophysics of these systems. The key player in this mechanism is a “dark” charge-transfer (CT) state which connects the
optically accessible locally-excited state with the electronic ground
state via two conical intersections along the proton-transfer coordinate. The exceptionally short lifetime of the UV-absorbing states
of the Watson-Crick conformer of the GC base pair is explained by
a barrierless access to the reactive charge-transfer state, see Fig. 4a,
which provides the mechanism for fast return of the photoexcited
system to the electronic ground state. In the two other conformers
of GC, the photochemically reactive charge-transfer state is located higher in energy, resulting in a barrier along the proton-transfer
reaction path and thus a considerably longer excited-state lifetime
[12]. The same qualitative features are predicted by the calculations
for the AT base pair: only in the Watson-Crick conformer the locally-excited state is crossed near its minimum by the reactive
charge-transfer state, see Fig. 4b [12]. These results suggest that
the biologically relevant Watson-Crick structures of GC and AT are
distinguished by uniquely efficient excited-state deactivation
mechanisms which maximize their photostability.
Additional evidence for enhanced excited-state deactivation via
the electron-driven proton-transfer mechanism has also been
found for a biomimetic model of the Watson-Crick base pairs, the
2-aminopyridine dimer. Femtosecond time-resolved pump-probe
measurements have revealed that the excited-state lifetime is shortened by a factor of twenty in the hydrogen-bonded dimer [13].
Calculations have predicted the existence of a reactive chargetransfer state in the dimer, which connects the locally-excited state
with the electronic ground state via two conical intersections [13].

Photostability of proteins

m Fig. 5: Potential-energies of the locally-excited state (blue), the

charge-transfer state (red) and the electronic ground state (black) as
functions of the proton-transfer coordinate in the glycine trimer. The
1
nπ*(LE) and 1ππ*(CT) energies have been determined at the
minimum-energy geometries of the respective states. The groundstate energies designated as S0 have been calculated at the
minimum-energy geometries of the S0 state, while those designated
as S0CT have been determined at the minimum-energy geometries of
the charge-transfer state.
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The so-called secondary structure of folded native proteins is determined to a large extent by hydrogen bonds between NH and CO
groups of the backbone.Well-known structural motifs in proteins are
α-helices and β-sheets. At present, ab initio electronic-structure
calculations of excited electronic states are possible only for relatively small oligomers of amino acids, which are called peptides.
The molecular structure of a small peptide, the glycine trimer,
is shown as inset in Fig. 5. The dangling bonds of the backbone
have been capped by methyl groups. This structure is a model of a
so-called β-turn of the peptide backbone which is stabilized by a
C=O…H-N hydrogen bond (dotted line).
europhysicsnews
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An analysis of the excited electronic states of this model peptide reveals that these can be classified, in a qualitative sense, as
locally-excited and charge-transfer states [14]. The lowest locallyexcited state involves excitation of an electron from the highest
occupied molecular orbital to the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital, which are both localized on the lower branch of the backbone. The lowest charge-transfer state, on the other hand, involves
excitation from an occupied molecular orbital on the lower branch
to an unoccupied orbital on the upper brach of the backbone.
Similar to what has been found for the DNA base pairs, the proton
of the NH group wants to follow the electron, leading to a pronounced stabilization of the energy of the charge-transfer state by
proton transfer. As shown in Fig. 5, the energy surface of the
charge-transfer state (red) crosses the energy surfaces of both the
locally-excited state (blue) as well as the ground state (black).Again
the energy surface of the locally-excited state, which is generated by
the absorption of a UV photon, is connected via two conical intersections with the energy surface of the ground state. These conical
intersections provide the mechanism for the ultrafast deactivation
of the excited state.

Conclusions
Hydrogen bonds are ubiquitous in biological matter. Their universal role in structure formation, molecular recognition and
catalysis is well known [15]. Life on earth thus depends essentially
on the functionality of hydrogen bonds.
Herein, we have provided evidence that the photoinduced excited-state chemistry of hydrogen bonds may be as essential for the
existence of life as the ground-state chemistry. As has been discussed above for the examples of DNA base pairs and model
peptides, the photochemistry of hydrogen bonds provides a
mechanism for the deactivation of the potentially reactive excited
states which is of unrivalled efficiency.
The overall radiationless deactivation process may be visualized as an electron-driven proton-transfer mechanism as
schematically indicated in Fig. 6. Once the charge-transfer state is
populated, the proton moves from the donor atom towards the
acceptor atom, following the electron; after the back-transfer of the
electron at the conical intersection of the charge-transfer state with
the S0 state, the proton is driven back to the original location. This
way, the energy of the UV photon is converted into vibrational
energy of the hydrogen bond, which subsequently is dissipated to
other intramolecular as well as intermolecular vibrational degrees
of freedom. The unusually large electronic energy gradients and
the small mass of the proton ensure the exceptionally fast rate of
this process. The photoexcited biomolecule thus returns to the
closed-shell electronic ground state before deleterious photochemical reactions can take place. ■
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c Fig. 6: Schematic view of ultrafast excited-state deactivation via

the electron-driven proton-transfer process: the locally excited (LE)
electronic state is deactivated via two sequential electron-transfer
(ET) processes at conical intersections of the locally-excited state
(blue) and the electronic ground state (black) with a charge-transfer
state (red). After each electron transfer, the proton follows the
electron, thus accepting the energy deposited by the UV photon in
the molecular system.
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tarting here in the Latin world, a bubble is originally a bulla,
that is, a ball; a metallic ball, first, attached to a seal, and by
continuity the papal decree stamped with this seal; or a bulla,
blown by children from a soapy water, or observed inside a
sparkling liquid. Nowadays, bolla designates in Italian both the
bubble inside a liquid and the papal seal – in French, we similarly
have bulle for both meanings, as in Spanish with bula (where
bubbles in liquids are however most often qualified by the more
modern burbuja). Hence a bubble is first defined by its shape, that
is, the pure sphere that we all observed for small gas cavities in
Champagne, or for larger spherical bubbles blown by children, the
pretext for admirable paintings by Chardin or Manet. Here we
describe the negative of this object: as an antibolla in Italian (or
antibulle in French [1], and antibula in Spanish) designated the
bolla of an antipope (when they existed), an antibubble will be the
contrary of a soap bubble, namely, a thin shell of air surrounding
water, and immersed in water [2]. We first discuss the way to generate such objects; then, we comment on their (brief) life and their
death, comparing them with those of soap bubbles.

Antibubble generators
The simplest method to obtain an antibubble consists of pouring
soapy water inside a bath of the same nature (Fig. 1). The bath is
first filled, in such a way that the surface is clean, without any
bubble. Then, a drop of the same liquid is deposited at this surface.
Owing to the presence of surfactants, it floats a few seconds before
merging [3]. This situation can be made much longer by making
the bath vibrate, as recently shown by Couder et al. [4]. But even
without this trick, the floating drop can be gently fed so that it
becomes centimetric. Pushing this globule below the surface with
a jet can produce an antibubble. An even simpler way consists of
making the jet directly impact the bath, with a velocity large

enough to make it penetrate the bath coated with a film of air. The
Rayleigh-Plateau instability (which transforms a jet coming out of
a faucet into drops) may destabilize this jet, which generates a
whole flottilla of antibubbles (Fig. 1).
The presence of a shell of air will make the antibubble rise,
pushed by buoyancy forces. The velocity of rise allows us to determine the typical thickness of the shell, which is found to be of the
order of 5 microns, a value comparable to the thickness of a soap
bubble [5]. In order to avoid this rise (which is fatal for our globule,
as it reaches the upper surface of the bath), the impinging liquid
can be salted, and the antibubble formed in a bath containing
(heavy) glycerol at the bottom: then, the antibubble will first sink,
and then stop at the place which matches its density. There it can
be peacefully observed.
Such an antibubble will be centimetric. It is shining due to a total
reflection of the light on the film of air (Fig. 2a). The shape is spherical (which minimizes the surface area of the interfaces), but an air
bubble of the same volume as the air shell would of course have a
much smaller surface area: as for a soap bubble, our object will thus
be only metastable or unstable.You can also observe a slight bump
at the top: air tends to rise and to accumulate at this pole. Interference fringes indicate variations of the film thickness. All these
observations show that the film of air gets thinner at the bottom,
which is confirmed by the motion of the fringes, and by the fact
that the antibubble generally starts bursting close to the South pole.

Drainage
The lifetime of an antibubble is generally several minutes [5].
Indeed, it does not suffer the main cause of aging for a classical
soap bubble, namely, evaporation, but like it, it is subjected to
drainage. Air slowly rises along the shell (or in other words, the
inner globule slowly sinks in the film of air on which it sits). The
kinetics of drainage should be dictated by a balance between viscous friction (in the film) and buoyancy. Denoting as ρ the water
density, g the gravity acceleration, η the air viscosity and ε the film
thickness, this balance can be written dimensionally: ηV/ε2 ~ ρg,
where V is the mean velocity of the rising air. This velocity is all the
smaller since the film is thin, owing to the boundary condition at
the air/water interface, which should nearly stop the flow at this
interface (the water viscosity being about 100 times larger than
the air viscosity): the thinner the film, the larger the proportion of
gas governed by this boundary condition, and thus the slower the
motion. This kinetics (often called a Reynolds kinetics) was also
observed by Couder, who studied the thinning of an air film placed
between a bath of viscous oil and a large oil drop deposited on this
bath [4]. If an antibubble bursts when it reaches a thickness εo, the
kinetics of thinning will be dominated by the approach to εo. Since
the flow takes place on the scale R of the globule, we deduce that
the drainage time should scale as τ ~ R/V(εo) ~ ηR/ρgεo2.
The question is thus to determine εo. For “classical” bubbles, and
if the surfactants are charged, the final film thickness results from a

b Fig. 1: Submarine photo showing the generation of antibubbles

from an impacting jet. The black contour, around each globule,
betrays the existence of a film of air.
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balance between van der Waals forces (which tend to thin the film)
and a repulsion of electrostatic origin: the counter-ions coming
from the surfactant heads occupy a certain zone, which (entropically) resists squeezing. These (meta)stable films of typical
thickness a few tens of nanometers are the so-called black films
(observed by Newton, Hooke and Jean Perrin). For antibubbles, the
situation should be quite different (Figure 2b): van der Waals forces
thin the film without anything to stop the thinning process. Hence
the thickness εo should be given by the range of these forces, that is,
about 100 nanometers. This gives for the lifetime τ about one hour,
at most.
The antibubbles are generally observe to live shorter (less than
10 minutes). This quicker aging might be related to the formation
of radial channels: instead of having a homogeneous flow of air
along the shell, air seems to be transported from the film to the
channels (thus, over a short distance, which is the inter-channel
distance); then, it quickly rises along the channels (as water does
in gutters, or in Plateau boarders, that is, the channels separating
adjacent films in a foam). The distance L between these channels
is millimetric, which makes τ ~ L/V(εo) about ten times smaller
than when assuming a homogeneous flow, in agreement with the
observations (lifetime of a few minutes instead of one hour).

Death of the antibubble
The bursting of an antibubble can be captured using a high speed
camera. Figure 3 shows such an event. As mentioned earlier, the
explosion often starts at the South pole where the film is thinner.
However, the most remarkable point is the fact that the air film
disaggregates at several places at the same time. This mode of
explosion resembles the so-called spinodal dewetting of nanometric liquid films [6]: without any stabilizing forces for the film, holes
result from the amplification of thermal fluctuations, owing to van
der Waals forces. Several holes are thus likely to open simultaneously, with a spatial distribution that integrates the (destabilizing)
action of van der Waals forces, and the (stabilizing) effect of surface
tension, which opposes surface fluctuations.
The mode of rupture observed in Figure 3 thus confirms that
the film thinned down to the van der Waals thickness. In contrast
with bubbles, nothing then stabilizes the globule. You will notice
in the same Figure a bulge at the North pole, resulting from the
drainage of air, which accumulated at this place.

Disintegration of
the film of air
surrounding a
centimetric
antibubble: the
film explodes at
several places at
the same time.

air within the shell. The thinning takes place until the film thickness becomes of the order of the range of van der Waals forces,
around 100 nm. Then, van der Waals forces (which make the
outer water attract the inner water) squeeze the shell, provoking
its explosion.
The slowness of the drainage (several minutes) makes the
antibubble an interesting object for the encapsulation of chemicals
or colloidal materials, which can thus be transported without mixing nor coalescence in microfluidic devices. The content can be
recovered by activating the film bursting, owing to a pulse of pressure, or by any means favouring the film rupture. The dynamics of
the rupture would itself deserve a study; unlike bubbles, for which
the kinetics of the explosion is dictated by the film properties (density or viscosity), the bursting speed should be limited by the
properties of the surrounding liquid (the film of air having a negligible density and viscosity). Note finally that a special case of
antibubble is the one where the film consists of oil [7], making this
film much more viscous. In addition, the density contrast between
the two fluids is smaller in this case, making this variety of antibubble much more resistant to aging.
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Q

uestion : what physical object is currently being investigated
for its new possibilities in electronic components (FETs,
wiring, memories, optoelectronics, lasers...), nanometric scale sensors (gas and fluid flow, temperature…), mechanical reinforcement
(composites, textiles…), energy storage (hydrogen, rechargeable
batteries…), near field probes (SNOM, AFM, STM …), electromechanical systems (oscillators, motors…), electron sources (flat
screens, xray generators, rf amplifiers…), etc. and etc.? If you
answered carbon nanotubes [1] or nanowires [2] or to be more
general (N&Ns), pass to the front of the line. One should add that
nanotubes have become an excellent testing ground for comparing
fine experimental measurements to fundamental molecular
dynamics and ab initio band-structure studies. This is because of
the existence of interesting new phenomena at the nanometer
scale, the number of atoms in the real system is tractable by available computing power and techniques have been developed to
fabricate, manipulate and measure them individually. N&Ns enjoy
a huge advantage over their cluster sisters in that they can be more
readily connected to leads for thermal and electrical transport
phenomena. The result of all this is that a wide cross–section of
physicists, chemists and biologists has now devoted research programme to carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and with increasing vigour
to nanowires.
This is a field where the links between basic science and
applications are extremely strong and it is simply inconceivable to
realise working devices without delving deeply into fundamental
studies of these systems. Concretizing the possibilities will
depend on understanding and mastering their specific geomet-

rical structure and physical properties such as electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, optical adsorption and emission,
stiffness, surface reactivity, etc. for each application. Currently,
independent, specific and often quite elaborate experiments are
set up to study each of these properties separately while in fact
they are actually strongly correlated, particularly through the
important and pervasive role of defects. An important advance
would be the development of measurement methods of the different properties on the same individual N&N, in the same
experimental setup that would also allow control of temperature, manipulation of defects, controlled adsorption and
overlayer deposition, etc. After this long introduction, the point of
this article is that good old “field emission” (FE) [3], which is itself
one of the leading applications areas for nanotubes, can satisfy
this demand because it can give simultaneous access to many
N&N properties.
To understand how, consider the classic field emission experiment for an N&N in Fig. 1. A large voltage VS is applied between
the support on which the N&N cathode is attached and an
anode/screen. They can be readily attached to support tips by a
variety of methods including gluing, capillarity, rubbing and
direct growth and they need contact at only one end. The support
tips themselves are mounted on tungsten heating loops that allow
high temperature heat cleaning. The experiments are generally
carried out in ultra high vacuum (UHV - 10-10 Torr) to minimise
adsorption. When a high enough voltage is applied, a current is
emitted from the N&N apex where a high electric field F is created because of the large aspect ratio (length(l)/apex radius(r)).
From simple electrostatics F ≅const x (l/r)V S .
This field emission current is due to electrons
tunnelling through the
surface barrier. The
agreement between its
predicted and measured
current/voltage behaviour was one of the first
proofs of quantum theory back in the late
1920’s.
The emitted electrons are accelerated by
the electric field against
the screen/anode giving

b Fig. 1: Schematic of

the field emission
experiment used to
measure the physical
properties of carbon
nanotubes or nanowires.
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a sort of magnified image of the nanotube apex. This is called FE
microscopy. Also the electrons can be projected into an energy
analyzer giving rise to FE electron spectroscopy. These are traditionally used to study a tip apex surface – crystal structure,
surface diffusion, work function, field enhancement factor and
density of states near the Fermi energy. Such studies permit the
development of FE cathodes. However, in principle the spectra
can be fitted to give the voltage level at the end of the nanotube
EFA (Fermi level) and temperature TA at the tip apex which may
be different that those of the support because of a voltage drop
IR and Joule heating along the N&N length [4, 5]. The positions
of the spectra give directly R = (EFS - EFA)/I. The high energy
side of the spectra is given by the Fermi function and hence is
fitted to give TA.
The physical properties of most tip materials usually come into
play only when an emitter is pushed to high currents where it suffers abrupt breakdown due to runaway phenomena linked to
resistive heating and surface diffusion. EFA and TA are not different
from the support EFS and TS because the voltage drop IR is too
small to be detected (<µvolt) and if the tip temperature starts to
rise the emitter proceeds immediately to breakdown through a catastrophic runaway.
The crucial difference for carbon nanotubes and the semi-conducting nanowires that we are also measuring is that they remain
stable even when the current induces high temperatures. This is
because of their excellent crystal stability and because the resistivity varies less or even decreases with temperature, in turn
restraining runaway heating effects. Consequently large values of
TA and IR are readily created and measured. Temperatures of up to
2000 K [4] (see Fig. 2) and IR = 1.5 Volts have been measured in
experiment for a CNT (Fig. 3).We have more recently measured up
to 120 Volt for a SiC nanowire. The high temperatures in CNTs
are accompanied by light emission visible by eye due to black
body radiation whose wavelength dependence was also measured
by optical spectroscopy [5, 6] (see Fig. 4). (For the inverse configuration we have recently installed an optical bench for light
absorption where the field emitted current will vary and hence
probe the optical absorption.)

m Fig. 2: Temperature at the nanotube apex against field emission
current. The high temperatures are induced by Joule heating.
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m Fig. 3: Measured total resistance of the nanotube R(TA) against

apex temperature and the simulated thermal conductivity κ(T)
against absolute temperature T, necessary for fitting the
experimental curves in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. ρ(T) is also found in the
simulations and is very close to (πr2/l).R(TA).

To extract the physical parameters from the measurements, simulations of the one dimensional heat transport problem have been
carried out to fit the experimental curves which use as inputs the
resistivity ρ(T), the thermal conductivity κ(T) and in principle the
optical emissivity e(T) [6]. The main elements of the problem are
depicted in Fig. 1 where Joule heating, thermal transport to the
support and radiation cooling are taken into account. In Fig. 3 we
include the rough first results for ρ(T) and κ(T) for our original
measurements for CNTs [4, 7], assuming e(T)=1 which is a reasonable value for carbon. Better values must await more extensive
measurements and an absolute calibration of the optical system.
However it is the first time that the two parameters could be estimated for one nanotube. This can permit a correlation of the mean
free paths of phonons and electrons that depend on structural
quality of the nanotube.
Another property accessible in this same configuration is the
mechanical stiffness or Young’s Modulus E(T). This is found by
simply applying a sinusoidal voltage to the support or the anode
as depicted in Fig. 1 to excite the natural frequencies of the same
N&N [8]. When correct frequencies are found the N&N vibrates
and the emission pattern is enlarged and the current varies. The
frequencies of these resonances give an excellent measure of the
N&N stiffness. Actually many series of higher frequency resonances are found by this method (see Fig. 5 for a CNT) and the
individual peaks are characterized by jumps and hysteresis. This is
because of the non-linear driving of the nanotube in this arrangement. An added bonus in this experiment was that we found that
the electric fields pull so strongly on the CNT that it allows a tuning of the resonance frequencies by up to a factor of ten times. Such
electrical surface force tuning is a direct consequence of first-year
physics principles and to the authors’ knowledge had not been
demonstrated before. It is unique to N&Ns because it scales with
1/r and is almost negligible for wires thicker than about a micron.
It is not difficult to imagine that this tuning and the current
variation during resonance are useful tools in future nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) and in fact have already been put to
use in several nano-oscillator devices [9, 10].
Now that one can quantify these various properties, it is interesting to study how they vary when an N&N undergoes
modifications. In Fig. 1, we point out that many treatments in the
number 4 • volume 37 • 27
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meV and hence electrical resistances <20 kOhms. Separate electron
microscopy is still necessary to understand the structure of the
N&N. Experiments specific to each physical parameter probably
give more reliable and precise results. However, the conclusion of
this article is that the FE has two important advantages. Firstly, it is
possible to have access to σ, κ, e and E for a single nanotube, or
other nanowires, in a single experimental setup under the best
UHV conditions and secondly to follow their evolution during any
stage of a certain class of controlled modifications. These advantages should make it possible to better understand how the physical
parameters are connected in an efficient manner and how they
depend on the structural quality of the N&Ns. This should aid in
controlling their values and to find new phenomena for future
applications. ■

About the Authors
m Fig. 4: Optical spectrum of a carbon nanotube that heats during

field emission.

UHV environment used for FE make it possible to modify these
properties. One simple example is the variation of the frequencies
of resonance as the nanotube adsorbs gas after a flash heating. We
found that even for a large multiwall CNT, the variation of resonances could detect the adsorption of a hundredth of a monolayer
of adsorbates.A second example is that we have recently found that
SiC nanowires cleaned to high temperatures in UHV can have Q
factors as high as 40,000. These two examples emphasize the obvious but often ignored fact that surfaces play a large role in the
behaviour of N&Ns. The UHV environment of FE is ideal for
studying this.
Before concluding, it must be admitted that this methodology
has certain limitations. The apex must be cleaned to high temperature when one wants to avoid measuring adsorption effects and
this often causes the loss of glued samples. Getting down to below
20 K is rare in FE studies where many interesting transport phenomenon could be explored. Because of the finite size of the
spectra, it is difficult to measure voltage drops of less than about 20
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b Fig. 5: Scan of mechanical resonances of a

nanotube in the field emission configuration. The
curves are found by measuring the emitted field
emission current which varies when the nanotube
comes into resonance. The resonances continue to
at least to 20 MHz.
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museum review

CosmoCaixa, the new and original
science museum in Barcelona

Y

ou may have chosen to visit the Catalan capital for Gaudi’s architectural
projects and his Sacrada Familia, or for lively tours along Las Ramblas. But, if you have
not yet done it, you should include on your
list a visit to the new science center on
Tibidabo hill. I knew the previous small science museum of La Caixa (the bank, which
also finances the new museum) headed by
Jorge Wagensberg , a very stimulating scientist at the University of Barcelona. Since
1991, Jorge has worked on a very ambitious project: the new science Museum,
CosmoCaixa of la Fundacion “la Caixa”.
Built on a spectacular setting of 4 hectares
above the city of Barcelona, it opened in the
fall of 2004 and has welcomed already in its
first year over 2 million visitors. The architectural project is beautiful and well fitted
to its mission. For example, a gigantic tropical tree forms the axis of the inner staircase
extending over 5 stories and looks like a
typical Gaudi architectural feature. Various
meeting rooms are designed to promote
interactivity. A large part of the exhibits is
presented in a very large open space limited at its back by a gigantic vertical glass wall
through which you can see a real tropical
site from above the water as well as under it,
with its animal and vegetal manifestations.
The museum includes naturally the typical elements of a science museum with
permanent interactive exhibits as well as
temporary ones such as the display on
Einstein in 1905. But its originality lies in
its declared goal to restore each element as
a central feature surrounded by its occurrence in nature or science (e.g., a periodic
tiling can be found on a desktop by packing
a two dimensional array of inflatable
spheres, on the surface of a Benard convection experiment, on a shell of a tortoise, or
as a decorative feature in Moorish art or in
Escher’s works). The physical aspect and
function of the given object is then outlined

with its cultural and symbolic meaning.
This implies a multicultural approach and
Jorge Wagensberg likes to describe his project as a ‘total museum’ going beyond the
classical manual interactivity (often called
‘hands on’), to the awakening of curiosity
(‘minds on’), and emotion (‘heart on’). In
this respect, the CosmoCaixa can be
thought as a kind of Art museum.
Indeed the presentation of large geological
plates on a wall is not so different, in its emotional value, from an abstract modern
painting. In addition, simple experiments are
proposed to explain the processes involved in
geology such as faulting, layering of rocks,
etc.. The museum content is so rich and
original that I can only mention two examples that I discovered with great pleasure.
The first one is a full exhibition of archetypal forms such as spheres, spirals,
catenoids, angles…, which explains with
nice examples taken from the living and
non-living world the specificity and characteristics of these forms (e.g., minimal surface
for a sphere). Their symbolic and cultural
aspects are emphasized and experiments
proposed to demonstrate how to make such
forms (e.g. in soap bubble experiments).
The second example is taphonomy, the
science aiming at reconstructing a past history from its prints on stones. A large room
is devoted to this original topic and shows

. Photo-elastic effect at touching interfaces (before: a; after: b)
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(b)

how progress in scientific research can be
achieved with taphonomy. The visitor can
admire how an ammonite engraved its path
on a rock or how fishes in the process of eating each other left prints of their entangled
backbone (cover picture). Why so? We are
also invited to try to reconstruct the deadly
adventure of a colony of ants suddenly covered by a large drop of amber, which fell
from a tree some hundreds of years ago – a
reminder of Pompei in miniature! This
particular amber sample has been studied
over more than 10 years by scientists and
amateurs at different centres. Detailed models are presented in various publications
with a clear interdisciplinary approach. The
physicists in particular have had their word
to say: the photo-elastic study explains how
the drop of amber solidifies; the mechanics
describe how the ants’ antennas bent along
the local flow of the solidifying paste.
The educational and scientific concept
of the CosmoCaixa Museum* is truly original. Hopefully I have convinced you that it
is worth a visit. It fits very well my own
perception of what I would wish to find in
such a place: not so much a load of teaching documents and explanations, which
can be found usually in books or on the
web, but more a way to sharpen the
appetite and curiosity for Science and its
applications. This museum is also a unique
opportunity to give Science its due place
within our culture and everyday life. ■
Etienne Guyon,
Ecole Supérieure de Physique et Chimie
Industrielle de Paris • France

* On 13 May 2006, CosmoCaixa received in Lisbon, for both its architecture and its content,
the accolade of ‘European Museum of the Year’
awarded since 1977 by the European Museum
Forum of the Council of Europe.
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ere is a highly readable account of the
impressive development that has
taken place in European astronomy over
the past decades. Following the affirmation
that “The progress of science depends on
the technological development of its
instrumentation”, the main part of the
book traces the origins and the development of the large European facilities on the
ground and in space that are nowadays
available to astronomers and astrophysicists. The history of instrumentation is
interwoven with the story of advances in
our knowledge of the Universe and the
physical principles, on which today’s
observing tools are based, are introduced
where appropriate. Everything is explained
in an admirably clear language.
The author reports in detail on the Very
Large Telescope (VLT), which has been
constructed, and is now operated by the
European Southern Observatory (ESO).
This European facility, located at the
superb, extremely dry site of Cerro Paranal
in Chile, is the largest telescope currently
existing. Given its site, the VLT and its focal
plane instruments have an excellent performance not only at ultraviolet and visible
wavelengths, but also in the infrared range.
It may be said that the VLT has brought
Europe to the forefront of contemporary
optical astronomy. As Head of ESO from
1975 to 1987, Woltjer directed the elaboration of the VLT concept – four 8-m
telescopes that can be optically linked to
make them work as an interferometer. He
further initiated the required technological
developments, and found the ideal site for
this magnificent astronomical resource.
Unanimous approval for the VLT was
given in 1987 by the eight member states
(CH, B, D, DK, F, I, NL and S) that adhered
to ESO at the time.After leading the implementation of the VLT from its start to his
successors, Woltjer guided, in the early
1990s, as chair of the Survey Committee,
the planning exercise that led to the longrange scientific programme, ‘Horizons
2000’, of the European Space Agency
(ESA).
Europe’s Quest for the Universe offers to
the reader an authentic, yet objective report
– with all the necessary background – on
how Europe’s large facilities for both
ground-based and space astronomy were
conceived, evaluated and selected, on how
their design was then optimised and
brought into operation, and how these facilities are now used by the wide scientific

community. It is inspiring to see how such
success was achieved, and how the many
political, financial and technical impediments that always turn up when grand
projects are realised, were overcome.
Two of the chapters in Europe’s Quest for
the Universe are of a more sociological
content: one on publications and the other
on researchers and funding of European
astronomy. It is shown how the astronomers in the various European countries
publish their results, and how this compares with other parts of the world. One
also finds a thoughtful discussion of the
reliability and significance of citation
indices and impact factors, i.e., the quantitative indicators that are often used to
judge the scientific performance of candidates for positions and promotions.
Among the many data on funding, there is
a comparison of spending for space
research between Europe and the US, with
the conclusion that “… even with [for
Europe] optimistic estimates, the difference between the US and Europe is a factor
of five.” Less depressing and shocking
comparisons show the spending per astronomer and the cost per page published in
the refereed astronomical literature across
Europe.
Woltjer has confidence in Europe and
believes in the potential of European
researchers. He concludes his book by asking: “… is it too much to dream of the day,
when pan-European scientific organisations foster research on the continent,
create a scientific center for peaceful
research second to none and collaborate on
a basis of equality with others who have
the same aim?”
Europe’s Quest for the Universe should be
required reading for people involved in
European science policy – and perhaps for
science journalists as well. At the same
time, the book is suitable for all astronomers, amateur and professional. The
former will appreciate the clear explanation of technical and scientific aspects and
the latter will enjoy learning the inside
story of developments, of which they may
have had superficial knowledge only. And
it wouldn’t do any harm if administrators
were to carefully study the presentation
and lucid discussion of the situation in
publishing and funding. ■
Martin Huber,
Lab. for Astrophysics, Paul Scherrer
Institut, Villigen • Switzerland
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livier Darrigol is a physicist turned
into a recognized historian of sciences, whose recent works concern the
Mechanics of continuous media. His book
is quite remarkable. It puts together at its
best level the evolution of a very active
domain since the 18 th century and the
scientific description of resolved problems
in fluid mechanics. It uses a modern presentation, for example in the notations
and in referring to recent advances, while
remaining faithful to the approaches of
the original documents. The subjects
under scrutiny have known only a limited
development during the 20 t h century,
which has been marked by the large scientific expansion following the works of
Maxwell, Einstein, and others. One may
note that the advances brought about by
Maxwell and Kelvin, among others, rested
on mechanical approaches. Nevertheless,
some of the subjects which are re-discovered today stayed asleep for a long time, or
at least remained ignored by a majority of
physicists. Who would have cared in the
sixties about the hydrodynamical soliton
or about the Kelvin angle of a wake? At
the same time, who was familiar with the
work of Helmholtz on vorticity when similar problems were properly treated in solid
state physics? I have been introduced to
these subjects through the Josephson effect
and the vortices in superfluids!
One example: a surprising effect, shown
in the figure, led a young engineer, John
Scott Russell, around 1830, to the discovery
of the solitary wave. At the time, it was
known that a boat hauled by horses along a
narrow canal highly perturbed the surface,
forming, behind the stern, energy-consuming waves, that were also aggressive to
the banks (a). A ship-owner had noticed,
upon observing a hauling horse to bolt,
that above a given speed (6 to 8 km/h), the
resistance to the advancement of the boat
decreased sharply and the rear waves disappeared; at this point the boat moved as

transported by a single wave (b). In order
to understand what was going on, Russell
did a set of systematic experiments and the
Gods were with him: upon a sudden stop
of a boat moving in such a “high speed”
regime, he observed the formation of a
large amplitude wave propagating along
the canal without deformation (non-linear
effects compensate the dispersion). Riding
a horse, Russell was able to follow the
wave for a mile. He could launch new
experiments to relate size and speed of the
wave; such solitary waves exist in various
domains, including light in optical fibres.
The chapter devoted to such surface
wave phenomena is particularly interesting. It starts from fundamental calculations
of French mathematicians such as Laplace,
Poisson and Cauchy, then develops,
beyond Russell’s experiments (and Bazin
in France), into the precise description of
the theoretical analysis made independently by Boussinesq (20 years before Korteweg
DeVries) and Rayleigh, then Stokes and
Thomson: a beautiful association of Physics
and classical Mathematics!
The book is up to date in several
domains such as non-linear waves, the
fluid gliding along a wall, the rotating
flows, the fluid instabilities, etc. It is a great
reference book, which invites us to make a
date with Hydrodynamics. ■
Etienne Guyon,
Ecole Supérieure de Physique et Chimie
Industrielle de Paris • France
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